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Computational models of recombinant production of tissue-type Plasminogen Activator 
(tPA)  were created, studied and compared for two hosts, Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) 
cells and Escherichia coli (E. coli), using SuperPro® Designer. In addition, several 
fermentations were run using enhanced Yellow Fluorescent Protein (eYFP) in E. coli to 
provide knowledge for the SuperPro model and to explore the effect of temperature when 
used to maintain dissolved oxygen in a high density fed-batch fermentation.  
 
The models show that production of tPA is feasible using either host, but under the current 
basecase CHO holds the economic advantage despite the initial higher capital costs. In order 
to become more competitive with CHO, production using E. coli must become higher on a 
cell specific level and the potential of refolding insoluble protein in inclusion bodies should 
be explored. Since E. coli’s growth rate allows for higher plant throughput in a given 
production year, if this was combined with strains which produce higher titers of protein than 
those available in literature, it would allow E. coli to become competitive with CHO for the 
production of recombinant tPA.  
 
Experiments  demonstrate that temperature control can be used to slow the metabolic rate of 
E. coli, allowing aerobic conditions to be maintained in the high density fermentations. 
Although temperature reduction has also been used to increase the yield of soluble protein, it 
is likely this occurs with reduced protein production. Temperature control was initiated using 
five minute moving averages to monitor overall oxygen and stirrer speed trends. Temperature 
was dropped 5 °C when averaged oxygen content fell below 18% and averaged stirrer speeds 
were greater than 1000 rpm.  Temperature controlled runs for E. coli BL21DE3 producing 
eYFP appeared to allow the cultures to maintain better aerobic conditions. It is known that 
eYFP was produced since homogenized cell paste fluoresced yellow under UV light. 
However, protein analysis was hampered due to low protein production even after induction. 
 
  iv
Purifications involving large amounts of cell paste (50 g or more) were difficult to perform 
and all purificitiatons resulted in contamination by other proteins. 
 
Several recommendations can be made. The modeling would be greatly facilitated by 
additional information such as equipment specifications at large-scale production. The work 
with eYFP containing E. coli would be greatly enhanced by better strain selection. Choosing 
strains which over-express the protein of interest on the small scale would lead to better 
results in the fermentor. A densiometric analysis of the SDS PAGE gels run would allow a 
better understanding of general proteomic response to temperature control. When combined 
with mass spectrometry this may lead to different approaches in reducing temperature. 
Temperature control is often thought to increase soluble protein. From the densiometric SDS 
PAGE analysis of both the supernatant and pellet after homogenization it would be 
interesting to examine the partioning of recombinant protein into soluble and insoluble forms 
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Recombinant protein production can be a challenging undertaking and there are many 
decisions to make such as the initial host choices, genetic engineering and production 
mode. In choosing between different hosts it is important to be familiar with the state-of-
the-art regarding the genetic engineering possibilities, as well as the physical limitations 
of each host and the effects it will have on the protein of interest.  
1.1 Scope of Work 
This work focuses on comparing and contrasting production of recombinant proteins in 
CHO and Escherichia coli (E. coli) with emphasis on production of the 
biopharmaceutical Tissue-type Plasminogen Activator (tPA) in both hosts. As well, this 
work explores the effect of temperature as a tool to improve E. coli cell culture health by 
slowing growth to decrease oxygen demand and the maintenance of required dissolved 
oxygen thresholds in fed-batch E. coli fermentations. The latter work also serves as a 
basis for flowsheet models developed using SuperPro® Designer (Intelligen, Scotch 
Plains, NJ) and contributes to areas where information is unavailable in literature.  
 
This thesis is divided into two parts each with two chapters: 
1. Modeling of Large Scale Recombinant Protein Production using CHO and E. coli 
as hosts. 
2. Temperature control to maintain dissolved oxygen concentration in E. coli fed-
batch fermentations and its effect on growth and protein production. 
1.2 Modeling of Large Scale Recombinant Protein Production 
Two main types of modeling are favored: mathematical models for which successful 
implementation depends on the detail and level (single cell versus full process) being 
observed and heuristic models (known also as expert models) which depend on the skill 
and knowledge of the person choosing each step in the processes. Each of these modeling 
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styles are subject to competing objectives (Zhou and Titchener-Hooker 1999a; Zhou and 
Titchener-Hooker 1999b). An example of a competing set of objectives is the need for 
high production rates, minimum cost and high purity. Purity is usually the most important 
objective in a recombinant fermentation for a therapeutic protein.  
 
Production efficiency, expenses and regulatory approval for the process become more 
important as competitors begin to enter the market (Mustafa et al. 2004). Predictive 
modeling of large scale industrial production of recombinant proteins is difficult due to 
the large number of choices for each step, competing objectives such as overal production 
and purity, inherent non-linearity and downstream unit operations interactions to the 
product unit operations upstream to them  (Zhou and Titchener-Hooker 1999a; Zhou and 
Titchener-Hooker 1999b).  
 
Before unit processes are chosen, it is necessary to select a host and the genetic 
engineering techniques which will be used to maximize cell specific productivity. Several 
options exist in terms of host, and it is necessary to balance the host’s traits carefully with 
the conditions specific to production and use of each protein. For instance, one would not 
a choose E. coli as a host in producing a therapeutic glyco-protein which absolutely 
requires the sugar structures for biological activity (Qiu et al. 1998). However for 
proteins which do not require glycosylation and are relatively simple, E. coli may be an 
excellent choice of host since it is capable of producing large quantities of protein per cell 
(Baneyx and Mujacic 2004). Much work has gone into the genetic engineering of each 
host.  
1.3 Protein Functionality and Fermentations 
It is also possible to engineer a recombiant protein to have certain features which benefit 
the end user by making the protein easier to purify, improving its therapeutic function, or 
inserting different properties from the original protein, such as different chomophores in 
fluorescent proteins (Hedhammar et al. 2005; Nagai et al. 1999; Rosenow et al. 2004). 
Protein production on larger scales is dependant upon proper engineering and the stability 




Most proteins chosen for recombinant production have some characteristics which make 
the time and difficulty of preparing them for over-expression worthwhile. For eYFP and 
other members of its family, protein stability and ability to fluorescence without the 
presence of secondary proteins or additional cofactors has made it a workhorse for 
genomic studies, protein locationization and applications (Rosenow et al. 2004; Zhang et 
al. 2006).  
 
Normally, tPA is relatively unstable, subject to attack by proteases and sensitive in a 
number of ways to the choice of host and its production environment (Lin et al. 1993; 
Qiu et al. 1998; Yun et al. 2001). However, tPA is a highly sought-after therapeutic 
capable of specifically dissolving clots in a manner which can prevent further injury or 
even death in the case of ischemic heart attack or stroke (Rouf et al. 1996). Subsequently, 
in a highly purified and approved form tPA demands a high market price (Rouf et al. 
1996). Such therapeutics earn considerable attention from competitors and generic 
manufactuers. As patent protection expires, new competitors enter the market driving the 
costs lower and decreasing relative market share (Mustafa et al. 2004; Wheelwright 
1989). This may lead to a revision of production practices and an environment in which 
modeling and optimization of current production is desirable.  
 
Fed-batch fermentation is dependant upon there being only one limiting component, 
usually the nitrogen, phosphorous, or carbon source, and assumes that stable protein 
production can be maintained over its longer time course (Shiloach and Fass 2005). The 
objective of the fermentation runs was to explore the effect of temperature reduction on 
protein production and growth as a tool to assist in the control of dissolved oxygen (DO) 
content. Temperature reduction descreases metabolic rate and increases oxygen 
solubility. We hypothesize that growth, protein production, and fermentor conditions can 




1.4 Contributions to Research 
This work expands on previous work on the industrial production of tPA in CHO by 
comparing it to production using E. coli as a host. It provides an overview of the 
technologies required from the subcellular to full production scale and uses information 
available in literature and developed during actual bench scale fermentation runs and 
purifications to provide insight into areas where literature is unavailable. 
 
Additionally this thesis contributes to the literature regarding temperature control as a 
means to slow oxygen demand, and its effects on growth and basal protein production. A 
summary of the production and purification of GFP and variants, effects of temperature 
control in fermentations on protein and gene expression, as well as observed effects in 
fermentations, is provided as a basis for final evaluation of the efficacy of temperature 




Literature Review for CHO and E. coli Modeling 
2.1 Introduction 
This literature review is done in part to indentify the current information regarding the 
state-of-the-art in production recombinant proteins, specifically tPA, in E. coli or CHO 
hosts. Secondary to this is to provide a background regarding process synthesis, 
flowsheeting, and modeling specific to SuperPro® Designer and its direct competitors.  
 
2.2 Process Synthesis 
Process synthesis can be defined as methods used to determine the best alternatives in 
order to achieve an optimal production solution. Traditionally process synthesis has been 
used mostly in the petrochemical and polymer industries, however new methods enabled 
by increasingly powerful personal computers are rapidly allowing for synthesis methods 
to be used in the pharmaceutical and bioprocess industry as they began to feel economic 
margins (Barnicki and Sirrola 2003). The bioprocess industries face unique regulatory 
pressures, especially where the product is an active pharmaceutical agent or intended for 
use for human consumption. Companies engaged in this industry face enormous pressure 
to effectively use operating capital while reducing costs and still meet increasingly 
stringent regulatory requirements, while manufacturing costs may account for as much as 
25% of sales (Mustafa et al. 2004). Additionally, large scale experimentation is often not 
feasible until a drug is far into clinical trials, increasing the pressure to find a useable 
process which is cost effective in a minimum of time.  
 
Often optimization of processes is performed on an unit basis and subsequently it is 
difficult to account for interactions between units, which may affect the quality and 
performance of unit operations downstream (Groep et al. 2000). Groep et al. (2000) show 
how unit interactions affect modeling and simulation of performance of interacting 
biochemical operations. The work focused on the impact of fermentation and 
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homogenization on downstream processes using sequential quadratic programming and a 
defined global objective function to guide optimization. Normally optimization would be 
achieved over the entire set of manipulated variables. Since there are many conflicting 
requirements such as purity, product yield, overall process cost and time in this study 
only the effects of two manipulated variables, growth rate and number of passes in the 
high pressure homogenizer, were shown and compared using revenue as the global 
objective function.  
 
Another method to meet these requirements is to simulate how the process would work 
on the large scale by using smaller scale data and extrapolating it to generalize how a 
larger scale production sequence might work, requiring heuristic or expert knowledge 
from the designers.  Design of bioprocesses is complicated by a mixture of batch, fed-
batch and continuous processes, biological variability, interacting unit operations and 
multiple options regarding subsequent downstream effects (Zhou and Titchener-Hooker 
1999b) 
 
Simulation of a full bioprocess up to the initial clarification stage has been performed by 
Zhou and Titchener-Hooker (1999) for predicting the effect of homogenization on the 
performance of a downstream disc-stack centrifuge in separating protein and cell debris 
from a fed-batch Saccaromyces cerevisiae fermentation producing alcohol 
dehydrogenase (ADH) using Labview™. The simulation was visualized using the 
“Windows of Operation” technique described in another paper (Zhou and Titchener-
Hooker 1999b). The Windows of Operation technique is effective in that it allows the 
user to visualize the impact of variantions in the upstream processes on the subsequence 
unit operations. In the later paper, the impacts of variances in the fermentation on 
downstream processes were shown in a graphical manner allowing for easier selection 
between competing criteria.   
 
Bioprocess simulation done by Greop et al. (2000) using MATLAB demonstrated the 
effect of a 250 hour continuous fermentation and 1000L fed batch fermentation and 
homogenization conditions on downstream processes in a Saccaromyces cerevisiae strain 
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producing ADH  with an additional step of fractional precipitation allowing for the 
separation of soluble protein based on sedimentation.  
2.3 Process Flowsheeting 
Process flowsheeting software provides an easy to implement alternative to creating 
physical models within MATLAB, Labview or another software packages such as Aspen 
Batch Plus. Two available software packages are SuperPro® Designer (Intellegen, NJ) 
and Aspen Batch Plus (Aspentech, MA). Both software packages have been compared in 
literature and are used in industry (Shanklin et al. 2001). However Aspen Batch Plus, 
although offered by Aspentech, is not the main focus of the company’s product offerings 
to their industrial clients and instead they are focused on offering more complete 
company-spanning solutions.  By contrast SuperPro® Designer is now in its sixth version 
and focuses solely on process and environmental simulation and scheduling (Intelligen 
2006). This is an advantage to our current studies since it gives assurance that new 
models are likely to be incorporated as they are developed.   
 
Predictive results are possible using SuperPro® Designer as shown in Figure 2.1 for 
centrifugation models.  
 
Figure 2.1: Prediction of Centrifugation data using SuperPro® Designer (Shanklin et al. 




The model fails at times when particle-particle interactions prevent flocculation but is 
otherwise functional. Some processes such as vapour losses are not included in 
SuperPro® Designer and subsequently it has limitations, especially in its ability to 
predict environmental impacts and requirements. Scale up is difficult to predict especially 
since the simpler processing models are often initialized using pilot or bench scale data 
and can lead to a over-estimation of yield as shown in Figure 2.2 
 
Figure 2.2: Simulation results versus manufacturing scale results using SuperPro® 
Designer (Shanklin et al. 2001). 
2.4 Process Design 
After process synthesis, process design involves sizing and choice between different 
equipment to follow the synthesis steps. Process design is affected by a large number of 
variables such as host choice and properties, scale and market size of the product, 
physical properties of the biological product and equipment available to implement the 
production stream.  
Two hosts are being considered: Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells, a mammamlian 
cell widely used to produce glycoproteins and other therapeutics and Eschercihia coli (E. 
coli), a prokarotyic host commonly chosen to product a wide variety of recombinant 
proteins due its prolific growth and protein production rates and the number of genetic 
engineered systems available to implement foreign protein production. 
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Both hosts require differing downstream processing situations due to the way in which 
they produce the product of interest (in this case a foreign protein such as tissue 
plasminogen activator) and their genetic properties such as protease production. 
There are some common similarities between the equipment and unit processes chosen 
for differing hosts since similar problems arise, such as solid/liquid separation, and 
simliar goals exist, such as producing large enough amounts of biomass and product to 
make the process economically feasible.  
 
Figure 2.3: Simplified bioprocess layout. Depending on the host homogenization may be 
required if the protein is not normally secreted. The initial clarification removes cell debris 
and whole cells and concentrates the protein solution. The protein solution is purified by 
several steps until the desired purity is reached. Volumes decrease during the fermentation 
while purity increases. 
 
Figure 2.3 shows a highly simplified bioprocess format typical for recombinant protein 
production. Throughout the process stream, equipment is selected which reduces volumes 
and increases purity to produce a highly purified and concentrated product.  
Starter Fermentation Culture
Large Fermentation Culture
Initial Separation of Solids/Liquids
Homogenization 







2.5 Equipment Selection 
2.5.1 Preinnoculation and Fermentation  
After genetic engineering and introduction of plasmids the typical process is to go to 
larger and larger scale fermentations until full production is reached, such as shown in 
Figure 2.4. This may involve several iterations of the small scale fermentation with 
increasing volumes in order to reach inoculum densities and volumes.  
 
Figure 2.4: Flowsheet for Fermentation Scale Up. These are the typical steps in terms of 
increasing scales (number of liters produced) of production. Each step requires 
optimization. It may be nescceary to revise the process at each step as units may not behave 
in similar charecteristics at differing scales.  
 
Fermentations are highly species and strain specific with special considerations to media 
required for each stage and scale of fermentations. Some generalizations are possible 
however. 
 
There is an increasing focus on using defined media to avoid the costs of commercial 
media, to control the physical and chemical processes better, aid in understanding of cell 




Small Scale Fermentation (Shake flask)
Larger Scale Inoculum culture 
Full Scale Culture 
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The most common fermentor process designs are batch, fed-batch, and continuous 
processes, with batch and fed-batch being the most common process types chosen for use 
with biopharmaceuticals due to purity and reproducibility issues. The main advantage of 
fed-batch over batch processes is that the longer run time allows for higher cell and 
protein concentrations with only moderate additions of media, metabolites and oxygen 
(Marks 2003). 
 
Much of the control of fermentations on the industrial scale is done heuristically despite 
sophisticated sensors due to the inherent variability of the system being controlled, 
inexact data and the lack of deterministic models as a controller basis (Sterbacek and 
Votruba 1993). 
 
Equipment scale-up and process design at large scales have unique problems and 
considerations. Reactor designs and sizes determine the size of the downstream processes 
which can account for as much as 80% of the cost of the overall processes (Rouf et al. 
2000). 
 
Scale-down experiments, where a production strain has already been defined and used at 
large scale but is optimized at the meso-scale in order to meet competitive marketplace 
needs, is becoming a more common practice as companies attempt to systemize 
knowledge and decrease process development time (Marks 2003). 
2.5.2 Development of Downstream Processing Steps 
Downstream processing is the series of steps taken to purify and process the item of 
interest after production. The design of the process must take into account many 
conflicting needs such as sterility, safety, consistency of results and economics. While 
this is not an exhaustive list of requirements it shows some of the areas where trade-offs 
exist. Wheelwright (1989) defined downstream processing as “a series of steps that, when 
followed, result in a purified protein product.” The definition of purity is relative to the 
end use of the product and may be better than 99.9998% for therapeutic products or 95% 




Figure 2.5: Protein purity required as a function of end use (human Erythropoietin (EPO), 
Super Oxide Dismutase (SOD)) (Wheelwright 1989). This gives an example of how the 
closer to in-vivo use the final product comes the higher the purity demanded. 
 
In order to meet market demand for new proteins one must have an entire process which 
can operate on large scales economically. Several downstream processes exist for a 
variety of commercial and therapeutic protein products and may serve as templates. 
However the differences between protein, multitude of process options, and development 
of new process options defies a complete mathematical process by which one can choose 
the optimal process. The optimal process may be defined as a process which gives the 
desired quantity of product at the lowest economic cost. The economic costs  are not just 
a function of capital, labour, and manufacturing expenses but also a function of time to 
market, regulatory, and other considerations which affect the process choices and for 
which no mathematical models exist.  
 
Economic considerations change also as the product passes from patent protection or as 
competitors enter the market driving down the products salable value (reducing profit) 
leading to an increasing focus on manufacturing and economic efficiency. In a highly 
regulated environment the ability to change the process is reduced since it requires 
approvals from many different agencies such as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 




Industrially, downstream processing begins by considering the likely size of full scale 
production based on forecasts that indicate the scale of operation. Wheelwright (1989) 
stated that “the only defensible reason for scale-up studies is a reduction in the possibility 
of making expensive errors in the design or the operation of commercial size equipment.” 
While this may be true, another reason to operate small scale equipment is to experiment 
with new processing options for future consideration in a more economic manner.  
 
In order to meet the design goals of downstream processing it is vital the protein product 
of interest is fully characterized in terms of size, pH stability, ionic strength, physical 
make up, folding characteristics and other features which affect the downstream 
processing. This can be done while the design goals are being assembled since much of 
the data will have been collected as the protein is screened for potential commercial use.  
 
Choosing the optimal purification process can be done many ways but two of the most 
commonly used are heuristics, a methodology used to limit the possible alternatives 
based on experience, and expert systems.  
 
Table 2.1 shows four different methods used in choosing an optimal solution.  
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Table 2.1: Heuristic classifications used to determine downstream processes (Wheelwright 
1989). Differing heuristic types are utilized to reach an optimized process. Understanding 
the application of each method aids in optimization. 
 
 
The four types of heuristics form an overall picture to allow one to choose a proper order 
of downstream processes, which will allow for the desired production and quality. The 
need to emphasize ease of operation and safety is shown in Table 2.2 with each suggested 
rule which can be applied to systematically limit the number of choices available at each 




Table 2.2: A list of rules of thumb for each type heuristic (Wheelwright 1989). Using these 
rules-of-thumb makes process selection easier eliminating certain initial choices and making 
downstream process choices easier to reach. 
 
 
Expanding further on the uses of design heuristics, Table 2.3 gives more rules of thumb 
on how to choose equipment and processes during the design of downstream processes, 




Table 2.3: Comparison of design heuristics (Wheelwright 1989). Additional rules of thumb 
for downstream processes used to eliminate certain option early on and make downstream 
unit selection easier. 
 
2.6 Unit Operations Common in Basecases: General overview 
2.6.1 Homogenization 
E. coli’s unique physiology necessitates the disruption of the cell and the separation of 
cell debris from the protein of interest. The homogenization of E. coli causes potential 
problems for the separation of solid and liquids in both centrifuges (which follow 
D’Arcy’s Law) and filtration devices (which follow Hagen-Poiseuille flow) by creating 
fluids which have the potential for high viscosity and small particles.  
 
Cell wall structure has been shown to change throughout the growth cycle and in 
response to various conditions affecting the degree of difficulty in destroying the 
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peptidoglycan cross-linked layers providing external cell wall (Middleburg, 1994). Figure 
2.6 shows some of the disruption methods which are available to use at the large scale: 
 
Figure 2.6: Techniques for Large Scale Disruption of Microorganisms (Middelburg 1995). 
Several of these choices are infeasible for large scale production such as decompression. In 
large scale purifications enzymatic choices are usually eliminated due to the cost. 
2.6.1.1 Bead Mill Homogenization 
The mechanism for bead mill homogenization is a combination of liquid shear forces and 
collisions between dense bodies usually glass beads of less than 1.5 mm in diameter 
(Middleburg, 1995). 
 
Disruption in a bead mill is a first order function of the mean residence time. The particle 
size distribution is not influenced by the mean residence time however longer mean 
residence times have the benefit of lowering the overall viscosity. Increased cell 
concentrations do not affect the particle size distribution but increases the viscosity 
(Agerkvist and Enfors 1990) 
 
Ideally the mean residence time should be such that the cell disruption can be modeled 
closely to a plug flow concept but is also dependent upon the type of agitator due to 
energy transfer considerations (Middelburg 1995). 
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2.6.1.2 High Pressure Homogenization 
The main mechanism for disintergration in a high pressure homogenizer tends to be the 
magnitude and velecotity of the pressure drop over the value and oscillation from 
turbulent eddies. E. coli homogenates are highly viscous owing to the influence of RNA 
and DNA with DNA being the major contributor  (Agerkvist and Enfors 1990). 
 
The kinetics of homogenization for a high pressure homogenizer is a first order function 
of the number of passes, with the number of passes determining the relative particle size. 
The rate of degradative enzyme release relative to protein release is a function of protein 
location within the cell. As cell concentration and pressure increases in a high pressure 
homogenizer the efficiency decreases. Temperature has a relatively small affect on the 
cracking efficiency although lower temperatures seem to be less efficient between 20-60 
MPa. E. coli which contain inclusion bodies formed from the production of high amounts 
of recombinant protein are more easily disrupted at higher pressures and pH and storage 
time appear to have minimal affect on the overall efficiencies. This effect is speculated to 
be from the metabolic load of overexpression affecting the ability of the E. coli’s 
maintenance and growth ability (Middelburg et al. 1991) 
 
Most E. coli and yeast homogenization debris distributions can be described using the 
Boltzman equation (Ling et al. 1997; Siddiqi et al. 1996).  
 
A rule of thumb is that the more passes through a high pressure homogenizer the wider 
the debris distribution and the smaller the debris will be. This can lead to difficulty in 
separating debris from proteins as smaller debris may tend to cause problems with 
recovery methods involving centrifugation and filtration mediums.  
2.6.2 Primary Recovery and Clarification 
There are several potential primary recovery steps. The most common are microfiltration 




After homogenization it is necessary to separate solids and liquids. Microfiltration units 
operate by allowing permeates of a certain size to pass through (the filtrate) and keeping 
larger particles (the retentate) from the permeate stream. Depending on the size of the 
product this can be used for concentration as well as purification since it provides a 
means to separate solids from liquids and solids from solids based on size. In cross-flow 
filtration the flux is washed parallel across the membrane usually resulting in less fouling. 
Typical membrane sizes are 0.65 µm, 0.45 µm, and 0.22 µm. In literature it has been 
found that the largest pore size allowed some solids passage into the permeate, the 0.45 
µm membrane allowed only 0.01% of packed solids  (99.99% retention) through the 
membrane and although the 0.22µm membrane allowed no apparent passage of solids the 
larger membrane size was chosen likely for its better flux capacities (Forman et al. 1990).  
Forman et al. (1990) also suggest that the presence of inclusion bodies has a strong 
influence on cake properties, the ability to form high transmembrane pressures 
(experimental pressures were an order of magnitude lower than experiments without 
inclusion bodies), and protein concentrations in the flux. 
 
The accumulation of additional solid material creates resistance to flux which can be 
modeled as a cake resistance. The concentration polarization theory states that there will 
be a point at which the cake resistance will reduce the flux to the original steady state 
value. This region of operation is avoided because of the waste of energy for no gain in 
flux and high soluble protein retention. 
2.6.2.2 Diafiltration 
In diafiltration a solvent is added to replace permeate and aid in mass transfer during 
filtration. It is possible to utilize membrane filtration units in a diafiltration configuration 
when the membrane is only permeable to species collected in the filtrate and for which 
there exists a means to force mass transfer across the membrane (usually by removing the 
permeate).Forman et al. (1990) also explored diafiltration as a potential first step to 
separate soluble proteins from inclusion bodies using a 0.45 um membrane with low 




Centrifugation separates particles based on relative densities through centrifugal force. 
This can be used effectively for separating components in cell broth such as solids (cell 
debris, whole cells and insoluble particles) from liquids (supernatant, spent media, and 
soluble protein) based on Stoke’s Law.  
 
Disk stack centrifuges rely on aided sedimentation and utilize several stacked disks with 
made porous with holes to separate solid and liquids. Basket centrifuges rely on filtration 
driven by centrifugal force (Miller 1973). Centrifuges are typically avoided due to 
difficulties associated with sterility,  small particle sizes and sizing considerations (van 
Hee et al. 2006).  
2.6.3 Purification: Chromatography 
Scale up of chromatography is difficult, and often purification conditions change as the 
scale  is changed (Rouf 1999). Selecting large scale process is usually based on heuristics 
and selecting the proper sequence of chromatographic steps can be difficult (Vasquez-
Alvarez and Pinto 2004).  
2.6.3.1 Affinity 
Affinity chromatography depends on selectivity of a protein based on a unique 
characteristic. In the case of tPA affinity, chromatography involves lysine/fibrin or other 
materials such as lysine derivatives which are selective to the unique binding domains in 
either the full length or variant types (Rouf 1999; Vlakh et al. 2003). Various binding 
domains have been genetically engineered in recent years to allow binding to specific 
affinity columns although the use of these in large scale production is limited by the 
ability to remove these tags in the final purified product (Hedhammar et al. 2005). 
2.6.3.2 Ion Exchange 
Ion exchange is based on charge interactions of proteins to a positively (cation) or 
negatively (anion) charged column. This process is highly dependent upon the pH of the 
buffers being used and specific column properties (Ghose et al. 2002). As the literature 
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review in Chapter 2 reveals this is a commonly used type of chromatography since it is 
widely applicable to many different proteins.  
2.6.3.3 Expanded Bed Adsorption 
Expanded Bed Adsorption (EBA) is a relatively new technique. Depending on the host 
and whether it secretes protein the supernatant or homogenized cell lystate is flowed into 
the column fluidizing the bed allowing small particles to interact with the 
chromatographic media which binds the protein of interest. After the protein is bound the 
flow is reversed and the packed bed is then used the same as a regular chromatography 
column (Cabanne et al. 2004; Johansson et al. 1996). This removes a clarification step 
before traditional chromatography saving equipment, space and time. This type of 
chromatography has been reported to be used at the 2000 L scale  with good recovery and 
purity compared to traditional methods, but is sensitive to feed stream characteristics 
such as viscosity, solid debris density and size, and non specific interactions (Shepard et 
al. 2001).  
2.7 Plasminogen Activator variants, functionalities and production 
Plasminogen activators are thrombolytic agents used to break up thrombi which cause 
heart attacks and strokes by obstructing vascular pathways. Several types of plasminogen 
activators exist including: 
1. Urokinase Plasminogen Activator (uPA) 
2. Streptokinase Plasminogen Activator (sPA) 
3. Tissue-type Plasminogen Activator (tPA) 
Streptokinase derived from prokaryotic sources is not specific to just fibrin-bound 
plasminogen, leading to increased hemorrhage risks and may result in pyrogenic and 
immunogenic responses because of its non-human source. Derived from urine, Urokinase 
is non pyrogenic and non-immunogenic but expensive to produce and supplies are 
limited. Tissue-type plasminogen activator is specific to fibrin bound plasinogen, more 
active than urokinase and with a longer half life reported to be 2-6 minutes although half 
lives of up to 10 minutes have been reported, with a typical therapeutic dose of 60-100 




Tissue-type plasminogen activator is a 527 amino acid, 70,000 Dalton (of which 
glycosylation accounts for 7% of the total molecular weight), n-glycosylated protein 
made up of 5 domains with 17 disulphide bonds and one unpaired cystine residue. Figure 
2.7 shows five domains in tPA: 
 
1. A fibrin binding finger near the N-terminus 
2. An Epidermal growth like factor domain 
3. Two Kringle-like domains caused by disulphide bonds like those found in 
prothrombin and urokinase 
4. A serine protease domain similar to that of urokinase and other serine proteases 
 
The kringle and serine protease domains bind to the fibrin and are essential the activity of 
tPA. Limited protolytic activity cleaves the bond between arginine 275 and isoleucine 
276 leading to a two chain form bound by a single disulphide bond. The one and two 
chain forms show little difference in their physiological activities. The protein has four 
potential glycosylation sites at aspargines 117, 184, 218, and 448 however due to folding 
and sylase activity two glycosylation patterns occur normally (triangles in Figure 2.7 




Figure 2.7: tPA full domain amino acid representation (Rouf et al. 1996). The tPA has four 
main domains: Kringle 1, Kringle 2, Serine Protease, and a fibrin binding domain. The tPA 
protein has 527 amino acids and a molecular weight of 70 kDa. 
 
Several variants have been made of tissue-type plasminogen activator to allow for 
production in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic hosts. Of these, the most common are 
variants with one or both of the kringle domains and the serine protease. Since 
glycosylation is not essential for tPA functionality, production using prokaryotic hosts 
can be accomplished and where this has been done longer half lives have been reported 




2.8 Chinese Hamster Ovary Cell Properties 
Tissue plasminogen activator was the first recombinant protein produced from Chinese 
Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells which are now the mammalian cell of choice to produce 
proteins which have complex folding and glycosylation needs. Much like prokaryotic 
hosts the host is given genes which encode for the protein of interest as well as a gene 
which transfers a selective advantage to the cell. Productivity has reportedly increased 
since the 1980’s  from 50 mg/L to nearly 4.7 g/L for some proteins (Wurm 2004). DNA 
is delivered typically as cDNA without introns. It is known however that some introns are 
needed for proper folding and now most cDNA coding genes come with one intron 
between the promoter and the coding sequence. One technique to increase productivity is 
to put the selective gene with a weak promoter. This tends to select for higher producing 
strains although it gives poorer transfection rates. Other’s have attempted to maintain the 
cell in a specific phase of cell growth (Hendrick et al. 2001; Lee et al. 1998; Lloyd et al. 
1998). Unlike prokaryotic hosts gene silencing involving the transfer of the gene from 
euchromatin to hetrochromatin happens and several techniques are available to inhibit 
this effect (Wurm 2004). 
 
Media that are available via a few manufacturers such as Sigma, are of excellent quality 
but are generally very expensive. Wurm (2004) suggested that large scale protein 
manufacturers likely produce their own media and use different media based on what cell 
cycle the cells are in. Serum free media without bovine serum albumin (BSA) have been 
developed and been in the market for quite a long time now. This is due to worries over 
bovine spongiform encephalitis (BSE) or other contaminants and the undefined nature of 
BSA. Genetic engineering of the cells for superior and stable production as well as 
longevity is well documented from academic laboratories, but not so from industrial 
laboratories, likely due to proprietary concerns. 
 
There are several cell culture formats for CHO cells from adherent cells on mircocarriers 
to suspension cultures with free floating cells. The transition between adherent cell 
culture to suspension culture often requires special media formulations and screenings 
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called passages. Scale up can be accomplished by 5-20 dilution by prewarmed media that 
is held in a larger bioreactor. Changing growth and culture characteristics in the 
fermenation can produce variation in large scale protein production and quality. 
Subsequently it is necessary to use scale down cultures to optimize production and 
growth (Wurm 2004).  Perfusion technologies are available which allow for the product 
to be harvested several times over a month at high cell densities and is suitable for large 
or fragile proteins. Table 2.4 provides a summary of literature on the production of tPA 
and other selected proteins for comparison in CHO hosts. 
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Table 2.4: Production of recombinant tPA in CHO. The sizes of fermentation vary but the time of fermentations is always measured in 
days for CHO culture. 






Aeration Time Source 












Batch 5 L 
 
20L 
 43 d 
 
18  d 
(Xiao et al. 
1999) 
CHO Various Various 4.70 g/L Type Not 
Specified 
Various 10.0 e7 
cells/mL 






  10-21 d 
6-8 d 
(Wurm 2004) 


















1 L  <200 
Hrs 











1 L 37 °C and 










5-40 ug/mL tPA CD-CHO 
protein free 
5.00-35.0 e5  
cells/mL 
Batch 1 L in 3 L 37 
°C 










30 mL in 100 
mL 










30 mL in 100 
mL 






















2.9 Escherichia coli Properties 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a gram negative facultative aerobic bacterium. Several subtle 
factors influence protein production such as DNA specific issues occurring in promoters 
and genetic engineering for protein translocation to the outermembrane or periplasm, 
RNA translation efficiency, protein production, chaperones and folding issues. 
 
Large scale production of proteins from E. coli to find the limits in terms of protein 
production and maximum cell density has been studied since the 1970’s resulting in 
batch, fed-batch and dialysis fermentation methods to achieve high cell titers. Optimized 
growth media, molecular biology and culture techniques has made it possible to grow cell 
titers up to 190 g/L dry weight, avoiding media precipitation and acetate accumulation 
(Shiloach and Fass 2005). For high value products, high production significantly reduces 
the capital expenditures in expanding fermentations as well as the operational expenses of 
GMP production facilities. Maximum possible cell density for E. coli is estimated to be 
200 g/L and fluidity is reportedly lost at titers higher than 220 g/L (Shiloach and Fass 
2005). The main idea behind high titer fermentations is that cells will continue to grow 
provided that there is a constant supply of nutrients, oxygen and no inhibitory byproducts 
accumulating. Oxygen demand for E. coli has been predicted to be close to 1g for every 
1.06 g of E. coli (Shiloach and Fass 2005). Media conditions are quite demanding for 
high cell densities and metals required for sustained growth can precipitate in cultures 
because of improper cation/anion balances which also lead to fluctuating osmotic 
pressures and conductivities causing cellular stress which slows growth and may stop 
cellular division. The slow release of phosphate ions has been suggested as a means to 
control precipitation and cation/anion balance problems. Another common problem is 
acetate accumulation which when above 2 g/L inhibits growth and protein production 
(Shiloach and Fass 2005). Fed-batch and dialysis methods for fermentations were 
developed to avoid these problems and Table 2.5 shows methods used to achieve high 
level production of proteins. 
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Table 2.5: Techniques for high density cell culture with E. coli (Shiloach and Fass 2005). 
These techniques are also applicable to other hosts. 
 
 
Protein production in the reducing cytoplasm or periplasm in E. coli can be as fast as one 
protein chain in 35 seconds and reach a concentration of 300-400 mg/ml (Baneyx and 
Mujacic 2004). For single domain small proteins (>100 residues) with fast folding 
kinetics this host can be extremely effective but for larger proteins with more 
complicated folding requirements or for proteins with slower folding kinetics folding 
modulators such as chaperones are often required. Under balanced growth conditions 
chaperones and other folding modulators are produced constitutively but are quickly 
outpaced in cases of heat shock or other stressful cellular conditions. Proteins which do 
not fold quickly usually have one of two fates: 
 
1. Formation of insoluble inclusion bodies 




Inclusion bodies typically consist of 85-90% of misfolded proteins and are resistant to 
proteases but are often contaminated with cell debris components from homogenization. 
This can be exploited to produce proteins which are easily refolded, toxic to the cell, or 
unstable. As competition intensifies or as products lose patent protection frequently it is 
necessary to consider refolding proteins to increase overall yields. The costs of traditional 
refolding is prohibitive however new technologies such as direct chemical extraction, 
expanded bed absorption, refolding on chromatography columns, or mechanical 
disruption (Lee et al. 2006b). 
 
In wild type E. coli the cytoplasm environment is reducing, making it very difficult to 
produce proteins with complex tertiary or quaternary structures. In order to deal with this, 
it is quite common to overexpress foreign chaperones to aid in the folding processes. 
Another result of this environment is the inability to form complex double disulphide 
bonds in the cytoplasm, resulting in aggregation of disulphide rich recombinant proteins. 
Three approaches are available to deal with this. Expression in the oxidizing periplasm 
using the sec pathway, or outermembrane using the proper chaperones can aid in protein 
folding and formation of disulphide. Another approach is to use a weaker promoter or 
decreasing the amount of inducer. For lac, tac or trc based promoters (typically IPTG 
induced) concentrations of IPTG less than 100 µM is recommended. A third strategy is to 
reduce the temperature below that at which the protein aggregates but the disadvantage is 
the loss in overall productivity. To overcome this, cspA promoters have been developed 
to operate below a temperature of 15°C (Baneyx and Mujacic 2004). 
 
It has been shown that glucose-limited fed batch cultures of E. coli at 37°C produce high 
amounts of outer membrane components which are endotoxic (Svennson et al. 2005). 
Utilizing a temperature limited fed batch culture Svensson et al. (2005) was able to 
reduce the amount of endotoxins while maintaining similar growth and product yields. 
Although the strain used was E. coli W3110 they reported similar results (not shown in 
the paper) for the strain BL21. The most likely consequence of this is that the 
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downstream product would need more purification steps in order to remove any 
endotoxins to meet regulatory requirements.   
2.9.1 Production of tissue-type plasminogen activator and variants in E. coli 
Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) production in E. coli is difficult since the reducing 
environment in the cytoplasm does not allow for the easy formation of the seventeen 
natural disulphide bonds in the protein. Qiu, Swartz and Georgiou (1998) targeted protein 
production in the oxidizing periplasm to allow for proper disulphide folding with 
coexpression of DsbA and DsbC foldases producing 180 µg/L of soluble full length tPA, 
25% of the total tPA production. Schaffner et al. (2001) produced a Kringle 2 and 
Protease domains variant (K2P variant) with 9 disulphide bonds. After finding that 
reducing agents in the media aided in disulphide shuffling several additions including 
glutathione (GSH) and L-arginine were added. Waldenstrom et al. (1990) reported 
producing an active tPA variant with the K2P domains intact as a fusion protein excreted 
into the media. Production from media plates as high as 950 ug/mL (Waldenstrom et al. 
1991). A KSP variant was produced in shake flasks and ten liter bioreactors with 397 
IU/ug activity and half life comparable to Bowes Melanoma standard tPA (Obukowicz et 
al. 1990). Saito, Ishii et al (1994) created several tPA variants while attempting to find a 
variant which could be produced reliably in the cytoplasm of E. coli by reducing the 
number of disulphide bonds required. It was found that a K2P variant was the best with a 
half life superior to the alteplase (full length native tissue plasminogen activator) 
commercially available. Manosori et al. (2001) developed a K2S domain tPA variant with 
a specific activity of 236 IU/µg following a different approach than that of Obukowicz et 
al. (1990). Table 2.6 provides a summary of literature on the production of tPA and 
selected other proteins. 
 
 Since many of the proteins produced in E. coli form insoluble inclusion bodies, it is at 
times advantageous to develop downstream purification processes for the inclusion 
bodies if they are of sufficient abundance and purity. Table 2.7 outlines the purification 
methods used in literature to produce tPA.  
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Table 2.6: Production of recombinant tPA and tPA variants in E. coli and other selected proteins. The production scales vary by paper 
but the fermenation times are much quicker than CHO, measured in hours instead of days.  The cell yields, when reported, are typically 
higher than CHO cultures but the specific productivity is lower than most CHO cases. 
Strain Induction Protein Production Media Cell 
production 
Type Vessel Volumes Aeration Time Source 
SF 110 Pbad induced 
with 
Arabinose 
25 g/L culture  







6.5 L in 15 L 







(Qiu et al. 
1998) 
  K1, K2, K1K2, 
K1K2P,K2P tPA 
 
201 mg K2P 
M9 
Modified 














 (Saito et al. 
1994) 
XL-1 Blue IPTG 1.36 ug periplasmic 
2.96 ug supernatant 





100 mL  
37 °C then after 
induction 
cultured 30 °C 
 






3.978 ng/mL w/ L-
arginine addition & 




     (Schaffner et 
al. 2001) 
JM101 tac promoter 
with IPTG 
 





1.7 Kg wet Fed 
Batch 
10L in 15L 
fermentor, 30 °C  
 
  (Obukowicz et 
al. 1990) 
  ZZK2P tPA variant   Culture 
Plate 
   (Waldenstrom 






223 mg soluble  
279 mg refolded 
PAI-1 
 
M9 ZB 2.2 g wet Shake 
Flask 
50 mL, various 
temperatures 




Strain Induction Protein Production Media Cell 
production 
Type Vessel Volumes Aeration Time Source 
XL-1 Blu lac promoter 
IPTG 
16.2 ng/mL anti-CD3 
scFv 
  Shake 
Flask 
50 mL in 100 
mL shake flasks 
37 °C 











16 mg rhEndostatin 
after refolding 
 
  Shake 
Flask 
1 L 16 °C 
 
  (Xu et al. 
2005) 
 Ptac induced 
with IPTG 
20-22 g total  
3 g soluble IL-1 
receptor antagonist 






36 g/L dry 
Batch 50 L in 70 L 












Table 2.7: Purification of tPA from E. coli. Purification schemes follow much the same pattern as with CHO with affinity 
chromatography usually the first or second step. 






Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 
7.5; 5mM EDTA; 0.1% 
Tween 80 
8 C.V. 50 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 7.5, 5mM EDTA, 
0.1% Tween 80 
 
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 
7.5; 5mM EDTA; 0.1% 
Tween 80, 0.5M NaCl, 
0.2M Lysine 
 
E. caffra-Sepharose affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
 4 C.V. 0.5 M NH4HCO3, 
0.1% Triton X-100 
4 C. V. 0.05 M 
NaH2PO4, pH 7.3 
4 C. V. 0.05 M 
NaH2PO4, pH 7.3, 0.1M 
KSCN 
0.05 M NaH2PO4, pH 
7.3, 0.9M KSCN 
 
 
Sepharose ZnCl2 at 4°C for 30 min. Incubation at 4°C for 2 h  
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
 0.05 M NaH2PO4, 0.5 M 
NaCl, 0.05% Tween 80 
pH 7.3  
0.05 M NaH2PO4, 0.5 M 
NaCl, 0.05% Tween 80 
pH 7.3, 0.05M imidazole  
(Qiu et al. 1998) 
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Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
Biotron Blender 
with Lysozyme 
Centrifugation Denaturation Buffer 
0.4 mM cystine, 0.04 mM cystine, 10 mM NKOAc (pH 9.5), 8 M urea 
 
Centrifugation of Denatured Protein Mixture 
 
Supernatant Renaturation Dialysis 
160 L lo mM NH40Ac (pH 9.51), 0.4 mM cystine, 0.04 mM cystine 
 
QAE-Toyopearl column (50 mm x 380 mm, Tosoh)  
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
2 M urea in 20 mM Tris-
HC1 (pH 8.0) 
 2 M urea in 20 mM Tris-
HC1 (pH 8.0) 1 M NaC1 
 
Dialysis 
40 L of 20 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 8.0) at 4 "C for 16 h. 
 
QAE-Toyopearl column(16 mm x 80 mm)  
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
  linear gradient 0 to 1 M 
NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl 
(pH 8.0),2M urea 
 
Dialysis  
20 L of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)  
 
p-aminobenzamidine Sepharose 4B column 16 mm x 25 mm 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
50 mM Tris-HC1 buffer 
(pH 8.0),1 M NaCl , 
0.01% Tween 80 
 50 mM Tris*HCl buffer 
(pH 8.0), 1 M arginine, 
0.01% Tween 80  




Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
High Pressure  
4 passes 
8000 psi 
cooled 4 °C 
Microfiltration 
22 µm spiral 
cartridge 
Lysine affinity (6.2 cm/hr flowrate) 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
TE Buffer  TE, NaCl, 0.2M L-lysine 
 
E. caffra with 4B sepharose affinity (5 cm/hr flowrate) 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
0.5M NH4HCO3  .5 M NaCl , 0.2M L-
lysine 
 




N/A Centrifugation 2ml IgG Sepharose 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
 TST 0.2M acetic acid pH 4  
(Waldenstrom et 
al. 1991) 
Sonication Centrifugation Insoluble Fraction 
Denatured with 4M GuHCl 
Refolded with 20mM sodium acetate, 1M NaCl, and 0.01% Tween 80, pH 5.6 diluted with 
buffer containing no NaCl 
 
SP-Sepharose ion-exchange 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
20mM sodium acetate, 
0.5M NaCl, 0.01% 
Tween 80, pH 5.6  




Ni-NTA Affinity Column 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
20mM sodium acetate, 
pH 5.6, 0.5M NaCl, 
5mM imidazole, 0.01% 
Tween 80 
20mM sodium acetate, 
0.5M NaCl, 60mM 
imidazole, 0.01% Tween 











SuperPro® Designer Modeling 
3.1 Introduction to CHO and E. coli Basecases 
The Basecases presented are in 2005 US dollars. Inoculation fermentors are excluded due 
to lack of data regarding sequencing and growth for CHO cultures. The soluble protein 
production from E. coli literature is less than that from CHO according to available 
literature. This is reflected in lower protein yields in E. coli cultures. In areas where 
literature values regarding costs were unavailable, SuperPro® Designer defaults were 
used (Table 3.1).  In both the CHO and E. coli Basecases, the purified protein solution 
would be mixed with stabilizers, lyophilized and packaged after purification. Since no 
information on these processes is available, they also have been excluded from the 
models.  
Table 3.1: SuperPro® Designer default costs used in modeling. 
 Cost (2005 US$) 
Membrane Costs $200/m2 
Steam $4.20/1000 kg 
NaCl Brine $0.25/kg 
Electricity $0.10/kWh 
Chromatography Resins $200/L 
Operator $30/hr 
Supervisor $50/hr 
3.2 CHO Basecase 
CHO Basecases are based on the work by Rouf (1999) and the literature review 
performed in Chapter 2. The CHO Basecase is intended to provide a yardstick to measure 
the models involving E. coli. Figure 3.1 shows the fully developed Basecase for CHO. 
After initial clarification of the spent media, two affinity chromatography steps are used 
with ultrafiltration before each to concentrate the feedstreams. Gel filtration represents 
the end of the simulation.  
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Affinity Chromatography Step 
P-6 / C-102




















































Figure 3.1: CHO Basecase Unit Model. The CHO Basecase model was taken from previous work by Rouf (1999). The storage devices 
between each unit are used to store processed proteins after each step. The clarification section involves a microfilter and ultrafilter. The 
downstream purification involves two passes on an affinity column with an ultrafiltration step in-between to reduce volumes. The final 
purification uses gel filtration. 
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The expected process time for the CHO Basecase is 241 hrs (10 days) from initial inoculation 
of the large fermentor to final sterilization of the Gel Filtration column. The batch 
fermentation process time is modeled to take 200 hrs (8.3 days). A summary of the materials 
used and produced is given in  
 
Table 3.12. The starting material for the fermentation is media, proteins, L-glutamine, 
glucose and air. The other raw materials are used in the downstream sections for clarification 
and purification.  
 
The main products of fermentations involving recombinant proteins are biomass and tPA. 
Since CHO cells secrete tPA, the microfiltration process is relatively uncomplicated. Table 
3.2 presents the unit sizes and costs in the CHO Basecase. The fermentor is the most 
expensive capital expenditure, $3.2 million, more than half the capital expense of the project 
(Table 3.3).  
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Table 3.2: Equipment sizing and costs for CHO Basecase. 
Unit Description Volume/Size Cost ($US) 
P-1/V-101 Fermentor 6800L/1.79m diameter 3,210,000 
P-4/C-101 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
1.15m dia/0.5m height 246,000 
P-6/C-102 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
0.96m dia/0.5m Height 198,000 
P-8/C-103 GFL Chromatography 
Column 
1.05m/0.5m Height 218,000 
P-9/AF-101 Air Filter 0.36m3/s rated volume 7,000 
P-11/V-103 Receiver Vessel 400L/0.55m dia 11,000 
P-12/V-104 Receiver Vessel 100L/0.34m dia 11,000 
P-13/V-105 Receiver Vessel 280L/.49m dia 11,000 
P-14/V-106 Receiver Vessel 50L/0.28m dia 11,000 
P-10/V-102 Receiver Vessel 290L/.49m dia 11,000 
P-15/MF-102 Microfilter 105 m2 120,000 
P-2/UF-104 Ultrafilter 50 m2 170,000 
P-5/UF-101 Ultrafilter 3.4 m2 21,000 
P-3/UF-102 Ultrafilter 2.7 m2 21,000 
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 Table 3.3: Economics for CHO Basecase. 
Parameter  
Total Capital Investment $31,722,000
Operating Cost $9,886,000 /year
Production Rate 14.48  kg/year
Unit Production Cost $682,784  /kg
Total Revenues $173,752,000  /year
Gross Margin 94.31  %
Return on Investment 313.50  %
 
3.3 E. coli Basecases 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Production of a tPA variant has already been commercially established to compete against 
full length tPA produced in CHO cells (Chapter 2).Likely this competitor takes advantage of 
several new developments in recombinant production, such as expanded bed adsorption and 
improved genetic engineering techniques which allow for better production of proteins 
requiring disulphide bonds.  
 
Again for areas where information is lacking regarding costs of production, the default costs 
used in SuperPro® Designer have been used (Table 3.1). In the absence of detailed 
information on purification, the E. coli Basecases use the same downstream processes as the 
CHO Basecases.   
 
The Basecases present several simulation pathways for comparison of production of tPA 
from E. coli. The initial E. coli Basecase is also assumed to have a 200 hour fermentation 
with initial clarification provided by a centrifuge. When this is found to be unsuitable 
microfiltration is used for initial clarification. The problems arising from homogenization are 
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addressed at his juncture with an additional microfiltration step. Since E. coli grow at a much 
faster rate than CHO cells the fermentation time is reduced using the same model with the 
additional microfiltration step. Once this has been established a model to allow a direct 
comparison between the CHO and E. coli Basecases based on protein production is formed.  
3.3.2 Biomass and Protein Yield Prediction 
Predicted biomass formed in the fermentation was chosen to be between values reported by 
Saito et al. (1994 and Obukowicz et al. (1990) (Table 3.4). The value used in this base case is 
approximately 0.1061 kg wet weight/L favoring the lower end of the reported ranges. Values 
for wet weight yields will be much higher than the dry weight yield values usually reported. 
Cell mass yields for cultures grown in rich media will typically be higher than defined salt 
media cultures and this is reflected in the low and high value yield cases.  
Table 3.4: Biomass Yields from Literature Review and value used in Basecases. 
 Biomass 
(Kg wet weight/L) 
Glucose 
Concentration (g/L) 
Yx/s g (wet weight)/g 
Low Value 0.0759  2.5 30.36 
High Value 0.17 0.085 (enriched media) 200  
Basecases 0.1061 1 106.1 
 
Protein production is estimated to be 11 µg/L in the Basecases. This is much lower than 180 
µg/L tPA reported by Saito et al. (1994) and slightly lower than the 20 µg/L tPA reported by 
Obukowicz et al. (1990). This is conservative but not unreasonable, considering the values 
reported in the literature (Chapter 2). 
3.3.3 200 hr E. coli Basecase with Centrifuge Initial Clarification Step.  
In fermentations producing recombinant eYFP (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) centrifugation was 
the first and only choice to provide initial clarification of cell broth. Unlike the CHO 
Basecase, the supernatant is usually discarded in E. coli fermentations unless the protein is 
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presented on the outermembrane where it may potentially defuse into the media and end up 
in the supernatant.  
 
It has been found desirable to concentrate the cells before homogenization on a small scale to 






































































Figure 3.2: 200 hr E. coli Basecase Unit Model with centrifuge unit for initial clarification. Centrifugation was chosen as the initial 
clarification method. High pressure homogenization was chosen as the cell disruption method. The downstream process remains the same 
as the CHO Basecase.
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A preliminary review of the resource consumption charts for this Basecase shows that the 
predicted volume of water used is approximately 40 million liters, all in an instantaneous 
load (Figure 3.3). A look at the time demand chart for water reveals that this is associated 
with the process within the centrifugation unit. 























Figure 3.3: Water consumption for E. coli Basecase with centrifuge. 
  
Closer inspection reveals that the water consumption is associated with the Clean-In-Place 
(CIP) operation of the centrifuge and is due to the large predicted size of the centrifuge and 
large amount of water used per square meter of size (100L/m2).  
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Table 3.5: Equipment sizing and costs for Centrifuge Initial Clarification E. coli Basecases. 
Unit Description Volume/Size Cost ($US) 
P-1/V-101 Fermentor 6000L/1.72m diameter 3,150,000
P-4/C-101 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
0.70m dia/0.5m height 162,000





P-8/C-103 GFL Chromatography 
Column 
0.64/0.5m Height 154,000
P-9/AF-101 Air Filter 0.32m3/s rated volume 7,000
P-11/V-103 Receiver Vessel 148L/0.40m diameter 11,000
P-12/V-104 Receiver Vessel 34L/0.24m diameter 11,000
P-13/V-105 Receiver Vessel 18L/0.20m diameter 11,000
P-14/V-106 Receiver Vessel 85L/0.33m diameter 11,000
P-10/V-102 Receiver Vessel 103L/0.35 diameter 11,000
P-17/MF-101 Microfilter 72 m2 96,000
P-2/UF-104 Ultrafilter 69 m2 97,000
P-3/UF-101 Ultrafilter 1.27 m2 21,000
P-5/UF-102 Ultrafilter 1.00 m2 21,000
P-7/HG-101 Disk-Stack Centrifuge 101,081 m2 277,000
P-16/HG-101 High Pressure Homogenizer 0.71 m3/h 20,000
 
Clearly, disk stack centrifugation this is not a good choice for initial clarification .This 
supports the rules of thumb discussed in Chapter 2 for downstream equipment selection; 
filtration is chosen before centrifugation.  
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3.3.5 200 hr E. coli Basecase with Microfiltration initial clarification step.  
Substituting the centrifuge for a Microfilter (Figure 3.4) alleviates the water consumption 
problem discussed in the previous section. The trade off comes in terms of lower protein 
production at the end of each fermentation (Table 3.12). 
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Affinity Chromatography Step 1
P-6 / C-102

























































Figure 3.4: 200 hr E. coli Basecase with initial microfiltration unit added to avoid water consumption problems. Problems were 




3.3.7 Need for Additional Microfiltration Step 
Another problem encountered with the units downstream of the high pressure homogenizer 
comes from too much debris after homogenization. Some of the left-over biomass is 
predicted to find its way onto the first affinity chromatography column (Table 3.6), and this 
will lead to slower flow through the chromatography column, possible plugging and extra 
cleaning and repacking after each run leading to high process variance, greater labour costs 
and operation times. 



















Microfiltration 385.75 0 100% 46.41 9.92 78.6% 
Ultrafiltration 0 0 N/A 9.92 0.46 95.4% 
 
To avoid this, an extra microfiltration unit was added (Figure 3.5). It is unlikely that this 
would physically represent additional microfilter but would rather represent an additional 
step or pass. 
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Figure 3.5: 200 hr E. coli Basecase with extra microfilter after homogenizer. The relative cost of the microfiltration step is minimal and 
avoids loading cell debris or whole cells onto the first affinity chromatography step.
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The addition of the Microfiltration step resolved the problem of loading cell debris on the 
first chromatography column (Table 3.7) but leads to greater initial protein losses. The 
ultrafiltration unit is kept to further concentrate the protein before application to the first 
chromatography unit minimizing the required size. 
 
Table 3.7: Predicted Removal Efficiencies for clarification section of 200 hr E. coli Basecase 


















Microfiltration 385.75 0 100% 46.41 44.41 4.3% 
Microfiltration 0 0 N/A 44.41 0 100% 
Ultrafiltration 0 0 N/A 0 0  
 
 
Equipment sizing and prices are listed in Table 3.8 which are similar in function to the CHO 
Basecase with the addition of a homogenizer and more microfiltration units. The decreased 
protein production reported in E. coli contributes to decreased costs and equipment sizes 




Table 3.8: Equipment sizing and costs for 200 hr  and 36 hr E. coli Basecases. 
Unit Description Volume/Size Cost ($US) 
P-1/V-101 Fermentor 6000L/1.72m diameter 3,150,000
P-4/C-101 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
0.69m dia/0.5m height 246,000





P-8/C-103 GFL Chromatography 
Column 
0.63/0.5m Height 218,000
P-9/AF-101 Air Filter 0.36m3/s rated volume 7,000
P-11/V-103 Receiver Vessel 142L/0.39m diameter 11,000
P-12/V-104 Receiver Vessel 34L/0.24m diameter 11,000
P-13/V-105 Receiver Vessel 18L/0.20m diameter 11,000
P-14/V-106 Receiver Vessel 85L/0.33m diameter 11,000
P-10/V-102 Receiver Vessel 103L/0.35 diameter 11,000
P-17/MF-101 Microfilter 47 m2 75,000
P-15/MF-102 Microfilter 35 m2 62,000
P-7/MF-103 Microfilter 0.45 m2 0
P-2/UF-104 Ultrafilter 32 m2 65,000
P-3/UF-101 Ultrafilter 1.22 m2 21,000
P-5/UF-102 Ultrafilter 0.96 m2 21,000
P-16/HG-101 High Pressure Homogenizer 0.40 m3/h 17,000
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3.3.9  Effect of lower production time on E. coli Basecase 
The overall economics of the fermentation are in some ways related to time of production 
since operators are paid per hour. More important, quicker fermentations allow for more 
campaigns per year increasing plant production capacity. E. coli are known for faster growth.  
 
Large scale fermentation of E. coli occurs over a shorter period compared to CHO. Typical 
fermentation times in E. coli are closer to 24 to 36 hours for 3 to 50 L fed-batch 
fermentations (Chapter 5), (Akesson et al. 2001). Another paper using SuperPro® reports 
using a fermentation time of 12 hours for 1000 L producing 100g dry cell weight (Lee et al. 
2006a).  The model remains the same as in Figure 3.5 but the fermentation time has been 
modified to 36 hours.  
3.3.10 E. coli 36 Hr Basecase modified to match CHO yearly tPA output 
Another method for comparison of E. coli and CHO Basecases in to match the production 
outputs and compare the economics of both Basecases. The Basecase remains the same as  
Figure 3.5: 200 hr E. coli Basecase with extra microfilter after homogenizer. The relative 
cost of the microfiltration step is minimal and avoids loading cell debris or whole cells onto 
the first affinity chromatography step. with 36 hour fermentation however the fermentor 
itself has been modified in size to produce only enough tPA for 14.48 kg/yr to match protein 
production in the CHO model. The fermentor required to reach similar production as CHO is 
nearly 1000 L smaller than previous E. coli Basecases and 1800 L smaller than the CHO 
Basecase (Table 3.9). 
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Table 3.9: Equipment sizing and costs for E. coli Basecase with 36 hour fermentation time and 
14.48 kg tPA production. 
Unit Description Volume/Size Cost ($US) 
P-1/V-101 Fermentor 5011 L/1.72 m 
diameter 
3,150,000
P-4/C-101 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
0.63 m dia/0.5 m height 153,000
P-6/C-102 PBA Chromatography 
Column 
0.52 m dia/0.5m Height 139,000
P-8/C-103 GFL Chromatography 
Column 
0.57 m dia / 0.5 m 
Height 
146,000
P-9/AF-101 Air Filter 0.05 m3/s rated volume 5,000
P-11/V-103 Receiver Vessel 118 L /0.37 m diameter 11,000
P-12/V-104 Receiver Vessel 28 L / 0.23 m diameter 11,000
P-13/V-105 Receiver Vessel 15 L / 0.18 m diameter 11,000
P-14/V-106 Receiver Vessel 71 L / 0.31 m diameter 11,000
P-10/V-102 Receiver Vessel 85 L /0.33 m diameter 11,000
P-17/MF-101 Microfilter 40 m2 67,000
P-15/MF-102 Microfilter 29 m2 55,000
P-7/MF-103 Microfilter 0.45 m2 0
P-2/UF-104 Ultrafilter 26 m2 58,000
P-3/UF-101 Ultrafilter 1.01 m2 21,000
P-5/UF-102 Ultrafilter 0.80 m2 21,000




3.4 Basecase Comparisons 
For this section the E. coli Basecases were numbered (Table 3.10). 
Table 3.10: Key for numbered references for Basecases. 
Number E. coli Basecase 
1 Centrifuge Clarification 
2 Initial Microfiltration Clarification 
3 Addition Microfiltration step Clarification 
4 36 Hour Fermentation 
5 36 Hour Fermentation with final protein production comparible to 
Basecase 1 
 
The raw materials and products for all Basecases were kept as similar as possible. It was 
decided to include additional media components including glucose into the overall media 
components for the E. coli Basecases for simplicity (Table 3.12). The higher productivity 
reported for CHO cultures is shown in the relative amounts of tPA produced despite higher 
biomass yields for E. coli, summarized in Table 3.11.  
Table 3.11: Product Yield from Biomass in Basecases. Initial product yield represents initial 
amounts of tPA after fermentation or homogenization. Final product yields represent yields at 
the end of the purification streams. 
Raw Materials CHO 1 2 3 4 5 
Initial Yp/x (g/g) 2.29 e-2 1.11 e-4 1.11 e-4 1.11 e-4 1.11 e-4 1.11 e-4
Final Yp/x (g/g) 9.38 e-3 4.78 e-5 1.05 e-5 4.53 e-5 4.53 e-5 4.53 e-5
 
The centrifugation Basecase represents the highest yield for the E. coli Basecases. This is 
likely because less steps are present in this Basecase since addressing the high water 
consumption issue took precedence over addressing the predicted biomass contamination of 
the first chromatography step. The higher yields in later Basecases (3-5) occurred because of 
an optimization step involving the initial microfilter before the homogenizer and the 
microfiltration units proceeding. It was found that a concentration factor above 2 in the initial 
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microfiltration unit lead to lower efficiencies in later microfiltration steps. Higher 
concentration factors where biomass exceeded maximum concentrations lead to the 
simulation putting all the feedstream in the retentate. 
 
Table 3.12: Summary of materials used and produced for all Basecases.  
 kg/Batch 
Raw Materials CHO 1 2 3 4 5
Affinity Elution 




Buffer 1710 660 145 640
 
640 530
Gel Filtration Elution 
Buffer 1640 640 140 920
 
920 760
Water 32600 10,000,000 11,800 16,300 16,300 14,000
Media 5,330 4,800 4,800 4,800 3,990
Proteins 40  
L-glutamine 4.38  
Glucose 5.24   
Air 1530 1,370 1,370 1,370 245 204
Wash Buffer 139 54 12 52 52 43
     
Products  
Biomass 8.4 640 640 640 640 530
Initial tPA 0.1920 0.0712 0.0712 0.0712 0.0712 0.0712
Final tPA 0.0788 0.0306 0.0067 0.029 0.029 0.024
 
Capital expenditures include equipment and estimated facility such as instrumentation, 




Economically the CHO Basecase has the highest capital expenditures and largest equipment 
costs. Review of equipment costs for all Basecases show that after the cost of the fermentor 
the main bulk of the cost comes from the downstream processes especially the 
chromatography units and larger downstream units lead to higher capital costs. The CHO 
Basecase and E. coli Basecase 5 have approximately a $3.2 million dollar capital cost 
difference between them. This difference is not as dramatic as it might seem as both 
Basecases have nearly similar gross margins and revenues would pay for the initial capital 




Table 3.13: All Basecase economic data. 
Parameter CHO 1 2 3 4 5 
Total Capital Investment ($) 31,700,000 31,500,000 2,760,000 29,300,000 29,500,000 28,600,000 
Operating Cost ($/yr) 9,890,000 8,380,000 7,750,000  8,380,000 11,400,000 11,100,000 
Production Rate (kg/yr) 14.48  5.41 1.18 5.18 16.55 14.48  
Unit Production Cost ($/kg) 683,000  1,548,000 6,550,000 1,620,000 692,000 767,000 
Total Revenues ($/yr) 174,000,000  64,900,000 14,200,000 62,200,000 199,000,000 174,000,000 
Gross Margin (%) 94.31 87.10 45.40 86.53 94.24 93.61 
Return on Investment (%) 313.50 80.08 16.86 113.46 193.98 180.55 
 
Table 3.14: Equipment costs presented as a part of capital costs. 
Parameter CHO 1 2 3 4 5 
Total Capital Investment ($) 31,700,000 31,500,000 2,760,000 29,300,000 29,500,000 28,600,000 
Equipment Costs ($) 5,330,000 5,260,000 4,650,000 4,920,000 4,920,000 4,760,000 
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The 200 hr E. coli Basecase with extra microfiltration step has the lowest gross margin 
compared to the CHO Basecase and a lower internal rate of review (Table 3.13). This is 
due to the significant losses which occur when the microfiltration steps are not optimized. 




Consumable CHO 1 2 3 4 5
P-17/ 
MF-101 
Membrane N/A N/A 16,000 12,000 37,000 31,000
P-15/ 
MF-102 
Membrane 20,000 14,000 88 7,000 21,000 16,000
P-7/ 
MF-103 
Membrane N/A N/A N/A - - -
P-2/ 
UF-104 
Membrane  4,000 4,000 22 2,000 6,000 4,000
P-5/ 
UF-102 
Membrane  270 94 20 90 290 252
P-3/ 
UF-101 
Membrane  354 122 26 116 372 324
P-4/ 
C-101 
Resin 91,500 34,000 7,000 33,000 105,000 91,000
P-6/ 
C-102 
Resin 63,200 24,000 5,000 23,000 72,000 63,000
P-8/ 
C-103 
Resin 152,000 57,000 12,000 54,000 173,000 152,000
Total  331,000 133,000 40,000 131,000 415,000 358,000
 
In addition to capital costs, which will be amortized over the period of operation there are 
significant additional costs which come from resins, membrane cloth and other 
disposables which affect the economic performance of production and add significantly 
to overhead. Resin costs account for the majority of the consumable costs (Table 3.15). 
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This highlights that capital costs associated with equipment such as that used in 
chromatography should also consider the consumable and other operating costs such as 
maintenance. Operating costs include operator and supervisor hourly rates, consumables, 
resources, utilities and maintenance. These costs if not monitored can add significantly to 
economics of production although in this case the predicted gross margins are so large 
that they can easily accommodate these costs. 
 
The high amounts of cell debris and other solids which must be clarified leads to higher 
consumables costs. However, costs lower for units downstream of the initial clarification 
due to smaller protein amounts.  
3.5 Discussion and Recommendations 
Economically the Basecases predict an excellent return on investment and internal rate of 
return (Table 3.3). Significant drugs developed by large pharmaceutical companies which 
at first glance make enormous profits. The costs shown in these models do not costs of 
marketing, sales or research and development both before and after approval for sale has 
been granted by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Health Canada, European 
Medicines Evaluation Agency or other similar or government agencies. These costs lead 
to lower net revenues. Also the price charged to the end user has been marked up to 
accommodate the overhead involved with hospitals and may not accurately represent the 
true price realized by the manufacturer. Since Rouf (1999) published, the price of tPA has 
likely decreased.  
 
It is likely that equipment costs associated with a GMP plant are underestimated in the 
Basecases. Features inherent with sterility, such as electropolishing the interior surfaces 
of holding vessels and other considerations cause the prices to be considerably higher for 
pharmaceutical related equipment. Consumable pricing, which adds significantly to the 
costs associated with production use the SuperPro® default costs which are unlikely to be 





Compared with the CHO Basecase the E. coli Basecases are not as profitable due to 
lower productivity although some come extremely close. Refolding protein, if 
economical, would also increase specific productivity and would push the economics in 
favour of E. coli. Several new downstream technologies such as EBA chromatography, 
which was not explored here due to lack of data pertaining to EBA chromatography 
involving tPA, may reduce the capital and consumable costs it replaces the equipment 
between the homogenizer and second storage unit with a single step. This may be 
significant, especially if capital and consumable costs are significantly understated in the 
current models. 
 
The inclusion body production is overstated in the E. coli models but was left untouched 
for later exploration. A recent article by Lee et al. (2006) provides insight into several 
SuperPro® Designer models of different refolding methods. Combined with a more 
reasonable approximation of inclusion body formation this may have a significant impact 
on the bottom lines for E. coli production. 
 
It is interesting to note that when a unit is below a certain size it defaults to a base cost set 
up in the SuperPro® program. Some pieces of equipment may only have a standard size 
and this necessitate running SuperPro® simulations in a rating mode for these pieces of 
equipment potentially affecting yield values. 
 
In cases similar to these where the economics of two hosts are close it can be difficult to 
choose which case is best. One might be tempted to choose the CHO Basecase since there 
are fewer unit operations. However the E. coli operation has a modest specific protein 
yield and does not take into account the potential economic advantages of new 
technologies and resolubilization of inclusion bodies. Given the option I would 
recommend the E. coli Basecase since it seems the greatest potential for greater revenues 
with modest investment. 
 
 Lacking data is the biggest problem in modeling. An extensive literature review was 
conducted there are still gaps in the knowledge surrounding the models. Subsequently it 
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is important that this taken into account when drawing conclusions from the data 




Fermentations and Purifications 
4.1 Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and Variants 
Fluorescent proteins have been used for over a decade to determine protein 
concentrations and localization within cells.  Reid and Flynn (1997) revealed that 
phycobiliproteins have a very high fluorescence signal but need proper insertion of 
tetrabilin chromophore into a large apoprotein which is difficult to obtain. In contrast, 
fluorescent proteins from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria form a strong chromophore 
which appears to need no cofactors or enzymes to form, and is robust in vivo (Prasher et 
al. 1992; Reid and Flynn 1997). The expression of GFP in a wide variety of hosts shows 
that no specific enzymes are required (Reid and Flynn 1997). Shortly after discovery and 
sequencing, several groups undertook work to modify the fluorescent signal shifting it to 
different parts of the spectrum to allow for easier detection and for use in dual labeling, 
and to increase the relative fluorescence quantum yield of GFP and its variants and make 
it more stable for use.  
 
Variants of GFP fluorescent spectra are possible by modification of the chromophore 
(amino acids 65-67) and certain other amino acids. Initial work done by Heim et al. 
(1994) produced several GFP variants. Nagai et al. (1999) reported producing an eYFP 
variant with a fast maturation and a resistance to Cl- ions named “Venus”.  
 
Once formed, the chromophore of GFP and its variants is stable. Certain variants of GFP 
are sensitive to photobleaching, chloride ions, pH changes (Jayaraman et al. 2000). Reid 
and Flynn (1997) report that 8M Urea and 6M GuHCl along with high temperature, 95°C 
for 5 min, was required for complete denaturation of GFP. 
 
Complete denaturation of the chromophore has also been reported using guanidine HCl 
(GuHCl) and extreme pH’s. Fluorescence returned upon pH neutralization or dilution of 
GuHCl (Jayaraman et al. 2000; Rosenow et al. 2004). Although not required, the 
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chaperones GroEL and GroES speed folding in the presence of adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) (Makino et al. 1997). Deliberately producing the protein in a misfolded state via 
growth at high temperature  (37 °C and 42 °C) has facilitated studies of chromophore 
formation in GFP and variants (Makino et al. 1997; Reid and Flynn 1997; Rosenow et al. 
2004).  
4.1.1 Fluorescence Biology and Characteristics of GFP and Variants 
GFP consists of a β-barrel with distorted α-helix that runs through the center containing 
the p-hydroxybenzylindeneimidazolinone chromophore. The chromophore arises from 
the covalent modification by cyclization and oxidation of amino acids 65-67 (GFP Ser-
Try-Gly) (Heim et al. 1994; Reid and Flynn 1997). One problem with the wild type and 
its variants is the slow rate of maturation; much work has gone into producing variants 
that mature faster (Nagai et al. 1999; Reid and Flynn 1997; Zhang et al. 2006).  
 
Loss of fluorescence is likely due to quenching in the surrounding aqueous environment 
as the mature chromophore retains it chemical structure even under denaturing 
conditions. This suggests that the full tertiary folding of the protein is necessary for 
fluorescence (Reid and Flynn 1997). In the intermediary stages molecular oxygen is 
required to allow for complete formation of the chromophore (Heim et al. 1994). 
 
Reid and Flynn (1997) presented a maturation model with two first order stages (Figure 
4.1) and suggested that this may be due to the number of prolines in opposing 
conformation. The fast formation of GFP fluorescence may be due to GFP having proper 
conformation of prolines while the slower formation occurs as prolines reshuffle to form 
the tertiary structure. The rate limiting step is chromophore formation and not tertiary 
structure since refolded mature protein shows fluorescence much faster than protein 




Figure 4.1: Maturation steps of GFP with kinetic data. The rate limiting step in this is the 
formation of the chromophore (Reid and Flynn 1997). 
 
Rosenow et al. (2000) added to the steps by adding an additional mechanism for folding 
shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Modified GFP Chromophore formation with an intermediate mechanism as 
prolines switch to opposing configuration in-vivo (Rosenow et al. 2004) 
 
Renaturation, and subsequent gain of fluorescence, of  misfolded GFP and its variants is 
estimated to be 80% of soluble protein which has been denatured and refolded (Reid and 
Flynn 1997). Chromophore formation is a permanent indicator of mature protein and is 
very resistant to loss of fluorescence and denaturation in vivo. Poor fluorescence in 
culture indicates that a protein was never properly folded and the chromophore was not 
yet formed.  
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4.1.2 Construction of eYFP 
The DNA encoding for the eYFP used in this study was bought from Clonetech 
Laboratories (Plato Alto, CA) and put into an Invitrogen pRSETB plasmid encoding for 
ampillicin resistance and inducible by isopropyl-1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) 
using a T7-lac promoter (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) by Heather Montgomery for use by 
Professor E. Jervis’s laboratory.  
 
The eYFP protein has base pair substitutions in amino acid position 64 to 66 from wild 
type GFP and 146, 152 and 162 as shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
 
Figure 4.3: Base pair substitions required to create eYFP from wild type GFP (wt GFP). In 
order to create GFP variant it is required to switch the chromophore amino acids (65-67) 
and certain amino acids which end up close to the chromophore (Clontech 2001). 
 
eYFP  has approximately 238 amino acids of  which 7-229 are required for fluorescence. 
The molecular weight is estimated to be 28.7 kDa with a His6 tag compared to 27 kDa  
reported for the eGFP.  Emission and excitation profiles typical to GFP and its variants 
are shown in Figure 4.4. eYFP has an excitation peak around 514 nm and an emission 




Figure 4.4: Typical Emission and Excitation Spectra for GFP and variants. eYFP has 




Table 4.1: Characteristics of Yellow Fluorescent Protein and Produced Protein. The 
produced protein has a lower pI at pH 7. This means using a stronger anion exchange 
column and potentially keeping the flow through instead of protein that binds to the 
column. The His6 tag and amino acids left on the N-terminus from cloning into the plasmid 
add 1.4 kDa to the protein. 
 eYFP Produced Protein 
pI @ pH 7 6.88 6.01 
Estimated kDa 28.7 30.1 
No. of amino acids 169  
Primary 
purification 







Excitation (nm) 518 448(468) 
Emisson (nm) 528 520 
Copy # 6  
pH range 6-11  
Plasmid  pRSETB 
 
Table 1 shows typical values for eYFP determined from the Clontech literature and using 
public domain protein information determination (Putnam 1999) compared with the 
protein produced in the plasmid used by Professor E. Jervis’s Laboratory. The pI for the 
protein is lower than for eYFP necessitating the use of strong anion exchange 
chromatography (using Q-sepharose). The His6 tag and amino acids which were left on 
the N-terminus of the protein during cloning into the plasmid add 1.4 kDa to the 
estimated molecular weight. The produced protein does not have the same emission and 
excitation pair as eYFP for reasons discussed in Chapter 5.  eYFP is considered 
physically similar to eGFP and will lose fluorescence below pH 7.0 and above pH 11.5. 
eGFP is reported to retain its fluorescence in mild denaturants such as 10 mM DTT and 
8M urea and is not sensitive to lower concentrations of salts (Clontech 2001). 
 




Figure 4.5: Plasmid map for eYFP vector (Clontech 1999). BAMH1 and ECOR1 were used 
to cut the plasmid and clone the protein cDNA into the plasmid.  
 
The gene for eYFP is set in a pRSETB plasmid from Invitrogen at the BAM H1 and ECO 




Figure 4.6: Vector map for pRSETB plasmid (Invitrogen 2001). 
 
The plasmid when cut using ECORI and BAMHI and run on an agrose gel gave two 
fragments of approximately the expected size. A plasmid fragment of 2950 bp and a gene 
fragment of 250 bp which is the expect fragment size of the gene encoding for eYFP 
(Figure 4.7).  
 
 
Figure 4.7: DNA Gel of plasmid cut with BAMHI and EcoRI. Plasmid size is approximately 
2950 bp with the protein DNA size of approximately 250 bp (there remains some uncut 
















The amino acid sequence for eYFP from the N to C terminus with His6 tag within the 



















Figure 4.8: Gene from Aequorea victoria for GFP. Underlined sequences are silent or are 
introns (Prasher et al. 1992). 
 




This corresponds very well with our and Clonetech’s sequence except for the reported 
amino acid substations necessary for eYFP discussed previously.  
4.2 Objectives of Fermentations 
The objective of the fermentation runs was to explore the effect of temperature reduction 
on protein production and growth as a tool to assist in the control of dissolved oxygen 
(DO) content. E. coli grow over a temperature range from 42°C to 21°C with an optimum 
temperature for growth of 37°C (Gadgil, Kapur and Hu, 2005).  Temperature reduction 
decreases metabolic rate and increases oxygen solubility. We hypothesize that growth, 
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protein production, and fermentor conditions can be influenced positively by reducing 
temperature at critical time point during the fermentation.  
4.3 Fermentation and Temperature Control Literature Review 
In both laboratory and industrial settings the objective of the fermentation step is to 
achieve high volumetric productivity. Cell specific productivity is highly dependant upon 
upstream genetic engineering and ideally, has previously been optimized in smaller 
cultures. In bacterial cultures protein production is associated with growth and achieving 
high cell growth before induction typically allows for the production of larger quantities 
of recombinant protein or other products.  
4.3.1 Strategies for High Density Fermentations 
Significant difficulties are encountered at high cell densities with respect to the chemical, 
environmental and metabolic demands of E. coli. Some required media components 
inhibit growth when present in high concentrations (Table 4.2).  
 
Table 4.2 : Inhibitory concentrations of E. coli media components. Avoiding concentrations 
greater than these are necessary in order to ensure the long term health of the culture. The 
health of the culture has effects on the protein production and overall growth parameters 












Several strategies have been employed to meet the challenges of avoiding inhibitory 
concentrations of media components or metabolic byproducts and avoid the exhaustion of 
media components at high densities. Growth will become stalled in batch cultures as 
media components are exhausted or inhibitory concentrations of metabolic by-products 




First, several variations of fermentations have been developed that  reduce metabolic 
waste production, increase the tolerance for inhibitory initial media concentrations and 
increase the feasible time frame for growth (Akesson et al. 2001; Shiloach and Fass 
2005). Second several E. coli species have been developed with greater resistance to 
inhibitory concentrations of media components and metabolic byproducts (Shiloach and 
Fass 2005). Thus, high density cultures have been facilitated by both upstream and at-
stream engineering.Fed-batch and dialysis fermentation strategies are two of the more 
popular fermentation methods used to reach higher densities of E. coli. (Shiloach and 
Fass 2005)  
 
Dialysis fermentations use the separation effect of semi-permeable membranes to remove 
metabolic by-products from the fermentation media. Difficulties arise in the fermentor 
itself since the membranes are sensitive to mechanical damage. Difficulties arise in 
sterilization and cleaning, and oxygen limitation is common in this type of fermentor 
(Calik et al. 2004; de Mare et al. 2005; Shiloach and Fass 2005; Sterbacek and Votruba 
1993; Zheng et al. 2001).  
 
Fed-batch fermentations in contrast are variations of a typical batch with additional media 
or other feed components being added to supplement the fermentation later in time 
(Shiloach and Fass 2005). Fed-batch fermentations usually limit a single component, 
typically the carbon, phosphorous, or nitrogen source and can feed that component at a 
preset manner or in response to a measured external variable such as pH or dissolved 
oxygen (Bezaire 2005; de Mare et al. 2005; Shiloach and Fass 2005). Table 2.2 outlines 
some of the cell culture densities reported in literature by variations of these two 
techniques. 
 
Genetic engineering methods to aid in high density fermentations have examined 
reengineering metabolic pathways involving acetate synthesis and energy pathways as 
shown in Figure 4.9 (Phue et al. 2005). One method involved enzyme deletion mutants 
lacking the phosphotransaceyltase (pta) and acetate kinase (ack) enzymes important in 
the acetate formation pathway (E. coli W3110). However, acetate pathways play an 
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important growth function and other pathways may be available in E. coli to control 
excess carbon flow quite often it is difficult to grow these species at high densities 
(Shiloach and Fass 2005).  
 
 
Figure 4.9: Genetic glucose utilization pathways in E. coli (Phue et al. 2005). 
 
Another strategy is to increase acetate utilization via the acetyl-CoA, the glyoxylate shunt 
pathway and TCA cycle. E. coli BL21 and its mutants lack the repressors which typically 
prevent acetate utilization in the presence of glucose taking advantage of increased 
acetate utilization (Shiloach and Fass 2005).  Indeed, the BL21 strain utilize glucose 
more efficiently than JM109 and produce less acetate making them better for overall 
growth and protein production (Phue et al. 2005; Shiloach and Fass 2005). Acetate 
synthesis occurs in E. coli JM109 (E. coli K) since acetate is produced using pyruvate 
oxidase (poxB) (utilizing pyruvate) rather than as in E. coli BL21 (E. coli B) where the 
Pta-AckA system which utilizes acetyl CoA to produce acetate (Phue et al. 2005). A third 
strategy used in other hosts is to prevent carbon utilization in pathways other than the 
glycolysis-TCA pathway. While this approach has been reported, it has not been 
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determined whether this strategy has lead to E. coli species appropriate for use in high 
density fermentations (Shiloach and Fass 2005).  
 
Dissolved oxygen is a key factor in fermentations. Even with sparging pure oxygen into a 
bioreactor it is necessary to control growth at high cell densities. Media selection and 
temperature reduction as two methods used in controlling growth (Bezaire 2005; Calik et 
al. 2004; Chen et al. 1999; de Mare et al. 2005; Hendrick et al. 2001; Shiloach and Fass 
2005).  Avoiding oxygen limitation has the advantage of  limiting stress responses which 
change the phenotypical and genetic qualities of E. coli (Gadgil et al. 2005; Haddadin and 
Harcum 2005).  
 
Maintance of aerobic conditions is important to fermenations that take advantage the E. 
coli’s aerobic metabolic pathways. Anerobic conditions in some fermenations leads a 
shift in metabolic pathways and metabolic fluxes unfavorable to formation of certain 
recombinant proteins (Calik et al. 2004). 
4.3.2 Temperature Control in Fermentations 
Much of the control of fermentations on the industrial scale is done heuristically despite 
the availability of sophisticated at-line sensors. This is due to inherent variability of the 
system being controlled, inexact data and the lack of determinanistic models to base a 
controller on (Sterbacek and Votruba 1993). Chen et al. (1999) used a multiloop cascade 
controller to control the growth of mycelia forming Streptomyces hygroscopios, an 
obligate aerobe, producing rapamycin as a secondary metabolite during suboptimal or 
stationary growth conditions. The fermentation process was developed to maintain DO at 
30% and to induce secondary metabolism using a 130 L fermentor with 100 L working 
volume. The control loop first lowered pH, then raised pressure, increased agitiation 
speed and finally lowered the fermentation temperature in a single step allowing for 
better product formation and avoidance of oxygen limitation (Chen et al. 1999). 
 
Temperature control may be advantageous in terms of overall cell yields. de Mare et al. 
(2005) used a 3 L bioreactor and E. coli BL31(DE3) with plasmid pET22b encoding 
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xylanase to examine the effects of a temperature strategy on glucose consumption. The 
fermentation utilized a dissolved oxygen based feeding strategy with a 5°C temperature 
step reduction at maximum oxygen transfer. This avoided a decrease in xylanase activity 
that was usually observed two hours after induction caused by oxygen limitation and 
overfeeding. de Mare et al. (2005) reported similar amounts of biomass compared with 
their modified temperature control strategy with a steady temperature control experiment 
and was scalable to a 50 L reactor volume using E. coli strain W3110. 
 
A common reason to adjust temperature is to enhance protein production. Wei et al. 
(2003) demonstrated such a strategy using Candida utilis at 30°C to optimize cellular 
growth. Temperature was reduced to 26°C later to optimize production of glutathione.  
 
A piecewise constant temperature strategy was also used for glycerol production in 
Candida krusei. This strategy balanced growth and production. Growth was favoured 
initially and product formation was favoured towards the end of the fermentation in a 600 
mL airloop reactor (Xie et al. 2002).  
 
Calik, Vural and Ozdamur (1997) investigated the effect of decreasing temperature from 
31°C to 24°C in fermentations with Pseudomonas dacunhae producing L-alanine. They 
found an optimal temperature around 26°C. During this fermentation it was necessary to 
maintain an anerobic environment and the control strategy was optimized to reduce 
dissolved oxygen content. By switching control parameters one can use a similar strategy 
for aerobic conditions. 
 
Several batch experiments with Streptoverticillium mobaraense, producing microbial 
transglutamase, were performed at various constant temperatures to determine optimal 
protein expression and growth temperatures. The optimum was 30°C at 25.1 g/L dry cell 
weight and 148 IU/g enzyme activity. A relatively high temperature at the beginning of 
the fermentation followed by lowering temperature at 18 hours was shown to maximize 




Rosenow et al. (2004) reduced the temperature of a E. coli BL21(DE3) fermentation 
producing green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressed in a pRSETB plasmid to 25°C in 
order to increase protein solubility. Zhang et al. (2006) grew a GFP-trix protein in E. coli 
JM101 at 42°C to produce the protein in inclusion bodies so that it could be later be 
renatured to elucidate chromophore formation. Deschamp et al. (1995) grew GFP 
producing E. coli CM21 in Luria-Bertani (LB) media at 30°C. A more detailed summary 
of production of GFP and variants is shown in Table 4.3. 
4.4 Expected Protein Transcription and Gene Reponses to Temperature 
Control 
The likely cause of increased soluble protein yields at lower temperatures is a reduction 
in metabolic and growth related protein production. Even a small 4°C change in 
temperature from 33°C to 29°C resulted in a 9% change in the genome determined 
through mRNA response (Gadgil et al. 2005). Gadgill et al. (2005) report several 
responses to temperature change summarized hereafter in this paragraph. The majority of 
the gene expression changes occurred within the first five to ten minutes after 
temperature reduction reaching steady state after that. The major reported changes in the 
genome involve the energy metabolism pathways which preferentially use isozymes but 
not the glycolysis or pentose phosphate pathway and transport pathways. Four genes of 
the fourteen in the pathway for the conversion of glucose-6-phosphate to pyruvate 
(glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (gapA), phosphoglycerate kinase (pgk), 
phosphoglycerate mutase (pgmI) and pyruvate kinase II (pykA)) showed a rapid decrease 
in expression levels indicating a reduced aerobic glucose consumption and glycolysis 
flux.  
 
Gadgill et al. (2005) also reported that genes utilized in the TCA cycle increase 
expression and speculated that this indicated reduced activity since oxygen demand is 
less at lower temperatures. The ability to sense changes in aerobic versus anerobic 
conditions (ArcA and ArcB as part of the ArcAB signal transduction system in the 
electron transport chain) remains unaffected. However, there is a change from the high 
affinity cytochrome-ο to the lower affinity cytochrome-d system. The genes regulating 
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acetate production phosphotransacetylase (pta) and pyruvate oxidase (poxB) are 
downregulated and acetyl coA synthetase (acs) expression is increased indicating that 
acetate production may be reduced preferentially to produce acetyl coA at lower 
temperatures. Genes involved in the histidine, arginine and aromatic amino acid 
production pathways are perturbed but serine, aspartate and pyruvate pathways are less 
affected.  
 
Protein synthesis and fatty acid metabolism genes are surprisingly unaffected by 
temperature reduction while heat shock protein genes are expressed to a lesser extent 
(Gadgill et al. 2005). This would seem to favour E. coli K variants for production 
involving temperature downshifts due to acetate production mechanisms (Shiloach and 
Fass 2005). 
 
Kim et al. (2000)  used two dimensional difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) and 
matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass 
spectrometry to monitor the proteome response of E. coli K12 when temperature was 
reduced from 37°C to 20°C in mid-exponential phase They found that 26 proteins 
significantly increased and 31 proteins were significantly repressed. Cold shock response 
increased production of several proteins with energy metabolism function such as 
pyruvate kinase (PykF), isocitrate dehydogenase (IcD), malate dehdrogenase (MdH) and 
Succinyl-CoA synthetase alpha chain (SucD). These are key enzymes in the TCA cycle. 
This may indicate a response to balance metabolic fluxes. Expression of lysine precursors 
and enzymes were significantly increased while histidine precursors and enzymes were 
significantly decreased indicating a proteomic response to an imbalance in the amino acid 
production after temperature downshift. Proteins and chaperones involved in the proper 
folding of proteins within the cells (GroEL, Hsp70,  and Hsp60) as well as the synthesis 
of 30S ribosome protein S1 were significantly inhibited. It has been suggested that other 
proteins take their place and allow the ribosomes to operate with better efficiency in a 
cold environment. For instance petidyl-proly1-cis-trans isomerase (PpiB) is strongly 
unregulated during cold temperatures and is known to be important to protein folding. 




It is thought that protein misfolding is less likely to occur due to temperature downshift. 
However, since it is difficult to separate host cell metabolism and recombinant protein 
production this remains speculative until a more exhaustive study is done (Kim et al. 
2005). Previous work has reported an acclimatization or lag phase where various cold 
shock proteins protecting the cell’s protein machinery are produced before growth 
resumed which would need to be taken into account for this strategy (Phadtare and 
Inouye 2004). 
  
Several protein production configurations are available and were discussed in detail in 
Chapter 2. Inclusion body refolding involves cellular disintegration using a high pressure 
homogenizer or similar method. The insoluble cell pellet is typically washed several 
times and then denatured with a charotropic agent such as urea or guadinium 
hydrochloride (Reid and Flynn 1997; Rosenow et al. 2004). Subsequent refolding is 
accomplished by dilution of the denaturant. Refolding proteins on scales larger than those 
found in the laboratory has been avoided due to the multistep, complicated and costly 
nature of protein refolding. However, increasingly competitive economic environments 
have lead to the development of new technologies and metodologies on all scales to 
support protein refolding (Lee et al. 2006b; Middelberg 2002; Rosenow et al. 2004).  
 
Haddadin and Harcum (2005) reported recombinant protein production using IPTG 
significantly alters the metabolic response of both wild type and plasmid containing E. 
coli. Growth tapered off considerably after the induction of protein synthesis in E. coli 
containing plasmids as a result of energy being redirected towards protein production. 
Analysis of gene responses indicated an upregulation in TCA and amino acid synthesis 
related genes but an overall downregulation of energy synthesis genes. This was more 
evident in log phase growing cultures when compared to stationary phase cultures. The 
overall upregulation of phage response genes indicate that E. coli may see IPTG 
induction of protein as phage attack and thus downregulate protein machinery to deal 
with this (Haddadin and Harcum 2005). This suggests that protein synthesis may be best 
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done at high cell titers during late log phase to ensure that cell growth is optimized before 
induction slows cell growth. 
4.5 Production and Purification Schemes for GFP and variants. 
Table 4.3 shows the production of GFP and variants for analysis and study in literature. It 
should be noted that in none of these cases has the production of GFP or its variants been 
produced on scale larger than a large shake flask.  
Table 4.3: Production of GFP and variants in E. coli in selected literature. Several different 
plasmids, medias and induction strategies were employed.  










pTU58 IPTG GFP LB 30°C 0.6 O.D. 
before 
induction 





GFP LB 37°C 0.5 O.D. 
before 
induction 
 (Reid and Flynn 
1997) 






(Felber et al. 
2004) 





pRSETB IPTG Citrine 
eYFP 
   (Griesbeck et al. 
2001) 
BL21(DE3) PU 58 0.8mM IPTG GFP  Middle LOG 
phase before 
induction 
 (Makino et al. 
1997) 
BL21(DE3) pET30b eCFP  0.6 O.D. in 
Shake Flask 
 (Wang et al. 
2004) 
JM101(DE3) pRSETB IPTG GFP-trix 
variant 
42°C   (Zhang et al. 
2006) 
 
Table 4.4 shows purification schemes used to purify GFP and its variants produced from 
E. coli in literature. It should be noted that cell production using pRSETB plasmids 
usually employ Ni-NTA affinity chromatography as first step in purification with further 
steps added to increase purity as required.  
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Table 4.4: Literature Review of Purification Schemes for GFP and variants produced using E. coli. pRSETB containing cells have a His6 
tag and will use Ni-NTA affinity chromatography as a first step in purification. Several papers discussed resolublizing insoluble proteins 
and those strategies are presented herein.  
Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
  Soluble 
Ni-Affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
   
 
DEAE-Sepharose affinity (His tag cleave with α-chymotrypsin, 4°C, 4Hrs) 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
20mM HEPES, 50mM 
NaCl (pH 7.9) 
20mM HEPES, 50mM 
NaCl (pH 7.9) 
20mM HEPES, 300 mM 




Homogenization Wash Buffer x4 
100mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 500mM NaCl, 20mM EDTA, 2% Triton X-100, 5mM DTT 
 
Solubilized in 50mM HEPES, 50mM NaCl, 8.0M Urea, 5mM DTT 
Ni-Affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
50mM HEPES, 50mM 
NaCl, 8M Urea 
20mM Imidazole 100 mM Imidazole 
 




Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
Sonication Centrifugation 40% Ammonium Sulfate cut GFP in super 
70% Ammonium Sulfate cut GFP in Pellet 
Solublized in 1M Ammonium Sulfate 50mM Tris pH 7.5 
 
Fractionation SEC 3000 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 
1.2M Ammonium Sulfate 
50mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 
1.2M Ammonium Sulfate 
 
 
Volume Concentrated to 2mL using Centriprep 10, and then suspended back to 15ml in 5mM 
EDTA pH 8 x4 
 
TSK DEAE 5PW 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
5mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 5mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 5mM EDTA (pH 8.0) 0-
70mM NaCl linear gradient 
 
Polishing  SEC 3000 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 








Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
French Press Centrifugation Soluble 
Ni-Affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 





35mM KCl, 2mM MgCl2 50mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1mM DTT 
Denaturation Buffer 
8M Urea, 1mM DTT, 5mM Dithionite heated to 95 C, 5 min and cooled to room temp 
Centrifuged 
 
100 fold dilution in Renaturation buffer 
(Reid and Flynn 
1997) 
Centifugation French Press  
Ni-Affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
 PBS with 10mM β-
mercaptonethanol 20mM 
Imidazole 




Dialysis against 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 100mM NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100, 4 °C overnight  
(Felber et al. 
2004) 
  Ni-Affinity 
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
    




Homogenization Clarification Purification Source 
Sonication Centrifugation Cells Thawed in TE Buffer (25mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 1mM DTT with 0.2 mM 4-
(2-aminoethyl)-benzenesulfonylfluoride-HCl) 
 
Upper brown pellet removed via rinsing. Lower white pellet dissolve in 50mM glycine-SO4, 
pH 2.5 with 6M Guanidine HCl, 1mM DTT and 1mM EDTA. 
 
Solution was diluted into 200 fold dilution with TE Buffer at 4 C and stirred overnight. 
 
Supernatent applied to a 10-30% sucrose density gradient to separate GroEL and GroES. 
 
Butyl-Toyopearl column  
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
  20-0% Ammonium Sulphate 
 
(Makino et al. 
1997) 
Sonication Centrifugation Ni-NTA column  
Equilibrium Buffer Wash Buffer Elution Buffer 
0.1M HEPES (pH 7.7)  150mM NaCl, 0.5 M 
Imidazole, 0.1M HEPES 
(pH 7.7) 
Dialysed against phosphate buffered saline (10mM Phosphate buffer pH 7.2, 150mM NaCl) 




4.6 Fermentation Protocols 
Fermentations were run in the same media conditions and fermentor controls reported by 
J. Bezaire (2005) with exceptions reported in Section 4.7. Additional media components 
were aseptically added to the fermentor through the media port while the fermentor was 
maintained with a slight overpressure to reduce the chance of outside contamination. 
4.6.1.1 Inoculation 
The fermentor was inoculated with approximately 45-50 mLs of minimal media 
inoculation culture (5.7 g Na2HPO4· (7 H2O), 1.5 g KH2PO4, 1g NH4Cl, 0.5 g NaCl in 
480 mL of water) at an O.D. of 0.90 which is higher than usual due to an overgrowth of 
inoculum in the first run and became the standard procedure for the four temperature 
control experiments to maintain consistency throughout. It was found that the overall 
growth was not greatly affected by this higher than usual O.D. and that it is likely that the 
inoculum was still in the late phases of exponential growth. Inoculum was aseptically 
added through the media port of the vessel at t=0. 
4.6.1.2 Induction 
Protein expression was induced at approximately 75 O.D. with 1 mL 500mM IPTG per 
liter of media in the reactor. IPTG was added again after 20 to 25 O.D. growth.  
4.6.1.3 Acetate Analysis 
Following the method of de Mare et al. (2005) cell samples were put into 1.5 mL 
mircocentrifuge tubes (Diamed, Missisauaga Ontario Canada) half filled with 0.132 M 
ice cold perchloric acid and centrifuged for 1 min at 13,000 rpm in a Biofuge 
microcentrifuge (Heraeus Instruments, Hanau, Germany) and then neutralized with 3.6 M 
K2CO3, flash frozen with dry ice and kept at -80°C. Analysis is performed using the same 
method as J. Bezaire (2005). 
4.6.1.4 Time Course Protein Sampling 
The fermentor was sampled approximately once per hour after the batch phase (usually 
after the first seven or eight hours) and following induction at 0.5 hrs, 1 hr and every hour 
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thereafter. The fermentor was also sampled during any events such as oxygen starvation 
or glucose feed bottle changes.  
 
Optical Density was determined from initial protein sample collected in an Oakridge tube 
using a Cary UV-Vis spectrophotometer after being diluted sufficiently to be less than 1 
O.D. unit. Three 1 mL samples of this were taken and spun down as in 4.6.1.3 and stored 
at -20°C until SDS PAGE was run. 
 
Undiluted remaining protein sample was spun down at 20,000 rpm for 10 mins at 4°C in 
a Beckman JA 25.50 rotor using an Avanti-JE (Beckman Coulter, Missisauaga Ontario 
Canada ) or Avanti-J25 (Beckman, Missisauaga Ontario Canada) centrifuge. Following 
this the supernatant was separated from the cell pellet. Both supernatant and pellet were 
stored in separate 15 mL Falcon Tubes (VWR, Missisauaga Ontario Canada), flash 
frozen with dry ice and stored at -80°C for later analysis. 
4.6.1.5 Difference Gel Electrophoresis (DIGE) Sampling 
Samples prepared for DIGE were taken from the fermentor at sampling time. Samples 
were 100 mL and prepared to an O.D. of 0.8. These were then centrifuged at 4°C for 15 
min at 15, 000 rpm and resuspended in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA, pH 
8.5) three times. The cell pellet after this was flash frozen in dry ice and kept at -80°C for 
analysis. 
4.6.1.6 Temperature Control 
Temperature was maintained using house chilled water for non-temperature control 
experiments and using a 30% ethylene glycol water mixture in an (Beckman-Coutier, 
Missisauga Ontario Canada) Pelletier Cell operating at maximum flow set to 4°C for 
temperature controlled runs. The temperature controller was a BIOCONSOLE and run as 
per J. Bezaire (2005).  
4.6.1.7 Post Fermentation Harvesting 
Fermentation media was harvested in 0.5L Nalgene containers (VWR, Missisauaga 
Ontario Canada) and kept on ice until centrifuged in an Avanti-JE (Beckman Coulter, 
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Missisauaga Ontario Canada ) or an Avanti-J25 (Beckman, Missisauaga Ontario Canada ) 
centrifuge in a Beckman JA 10.00 rotor at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4°C.  The cells 
were harvested and weighed in pre-tared 50 mL Falcon Tubes (VWR, Missisauaga 
Ontario Canada), flash frozen in dry ice and placed in a -80°C freezer for later analysis 
and use.  
4.6.1.8 Ni2+ Affinity chromtography purifications 
Ni2+-NTA supplied from EMD Biosciences (formally Novagen distributed through 
VWR, Mississauga, ON Canada ) was used in various quantities (less than 10ml) packed 
into a small Econo column (Bio-rad Mississauga, ON). Samples were homogenized in 
either a Emulsi-Flex C5 (Avestin Ottawa, ON) high pressure homogenizer between 10-15 
thousand psi, (Autoclave Engineers Erie, PA USA) French press between 15 to 20 
thousand psi, or sonicated in lysis buffer (40mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0 or pH 7.5 as specified, 
1% glyercol, 100mM NaCl, 1mM PMSF). After lysis, the cells were centrifuged at 
20,000 rpm for 25 mins and cell supernatant and pellets were separated. Resin was 
charged and prepared by first washing with 3 column volumes (C.V.) millipure Water, 
then 5 C.V. Nickel Sulphate Wash ( 50mM NiSO4) and washed with 5 C.V. Pellet Buffer 
(40mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0 or 7.5, 1% glyercol, 250mM NaCl). The Supernatant was then 
mixed with Ni2+-NTA resin in a 500 mL centrifuge bottle with 1 Roche EDTA-free 
protease inhibitor tab and mixed for 1 hour. Resin was then centrifuged and spent 
supernatant poured off and loaded resin was repacked into the chromatography column. 
The column was then washed with 5 C.V. Pellet Buffer. Loaded protein was further 
cleaned using 2 C.V. s 50mM Imidazole in Pellet Buffer and eluted using 200mM 
Imidazole in Pellet Buffer.  
4.6.1.9 Ion Exchange chromatography purification 
1 and 6mL Resource Q anion or Resource S cation columns (G.E. Healthcare formerly 
Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) were employed for small scale ion exchange 
purifications. Approximately 100 mL Q-sepharose resin (GE Healthcare formerly 
Pharmacia Fine Chemicals Piscataway, NJ) was packed into a XL50 column (G.E. 
Healthcare formerly Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).  An ACTA FPLC (G.E. 
Healthcare formerly Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) was used to run the column 
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loading, elution and cleaning procedures. Samples were prepared as for Ni2+-NTA 
chromatography. Columns were equilibrated prior to loading using Pellet Buffer (100mM 
Tris-HCl pH 7.0 -8.5 depending on run, 100mM NaCl, 1mM PMSF). Samples were 
loaded using Pellet Buffer, the columns were then washed with Pellet Buffer, and 
samples eluted using Pellet Buffer with a linear NaCl gradient of 100mM to 1M.  
4.6.1.10 Sample collection, fluorescence and protein quantification 
Samples were either collected in 15mL 10mm glass tubes (VWR, Missisauaga Ontario 
Canada) or in Greiner Bio-One microplates (Monroe, NC USA) and read using a Gemni 
XPS mircoplate fluorescence spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices Sunnyvale, CA 
USA) . Protein quantification was done using Bio-Rad Protein Assay using a SpectraMax 
190 or SpectraMax Plus 334 microplate uv-visible spectrometer (Molecular Devices 
Sunnyvale, CA USA).  Cell samples were also analyzed in Cary Elipse (Varian 
Missisauga, ON or QuantaMaster™ Model QM-4/2005, (Photon Technology 
International London, ON) fluorescence spectrometers using a Quartz cuvette.  
4.6.1.11 SDS PAGE Analysis of Protein Samples 
Protein samples taken for SDS PAGE analysis we diluted with 1 mL per O.D. reading 
(e.g. 0.73 O.D. would be diluted in 730 µl’s). Samples were resuspended using a vortex 
mixer then 4X loading buffer with β-mercapaethanol was added to a final 1X 
concentration, votex mixed again, after which samples were boiled for 2 minutes. 10µl’s 
of sample was loaded into each lane of a 12% SDS PAGE gel unless another 
concentration is indicated and then run until the front was near the bottom (usually within 
1 cm of the bottom). Gels were then stained using Coomaisse Brilliant Blue stain.  
4.7 Temperature - Dissolved Oxygen Controller 
It was chosen to reduce temperature when the D.O. fell below 10% with a moving 
average over five minutes of less than 18% and a stirrer speed moving average over five 
minutes above 1000 rpm. Several Labview™ VI’s were added to the fermentor control 
program developed previously (Bezaire 2005). These algorithms control the fermentor 




Since 100% oxygen supplementation at industrial scales is unfeasible due to fire, 
explosion and health and safety reasons it was decided to limit some of the runs to 30% 
supplementation by total airflow.  
 
Dissolved oxygen concentrations in the fermentor are function of mass transfer with 
several variables. The three commonly manipulated variables are: 
1. Airflow and Oxygen Supplementation 
2. Stirrer speed 
3. Pressure 
 
The oxygen transfer can be correlated to the power input and tables for various impeller 
configurations, reactor designs, and airflows are available. One of the problems 
encountered in high density fermentations is an inability to maintain growth and meet 
metabolic demands for oxygen due to limited mass transfer capabilities. This reduces the 





Temperature Control Experiments 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter temperature reduction is explored as a means to maintain sufficient dissolved 
oxygen concentrations in Fed-batch fermentations under limited pure oxygen 
supplementation. Temperature reduction on a 50 mL shake flask scale provided information 
on the time effects of temperature. Two fermentations were run to explore the temperature 
controller and as a means to determine any problems with the fermentation methodology. 
Once the methodology had been established four fermentations were run and compared. The 
effort to quantify the protein production in regards to soluble versus insoluble lead to efforts 
in protein purification and quantification and some unexpected conclusions. 
5.2 Shake Flask Run 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The protocols were used to determine the effects on growth and protein production of 
lowering the temperature. A cell culture was grown in minimal media in a 1.25 L flask, 
inoculated with a 50 mL culture at 0.94 OD  to an optical density of close to 0.4 (OD600nm) at 
37°C in a Labline Incubator Shaker. The culture was then induced with 1.5 ml of 500 mM 
IPTG at 0.4333 OD, aseptically separated into 19 50 mL shake flasks, and cooled in a water 
bath at room temperature (approximately 24°C). The flasks were then placed in an Innova 
4330 Refrigerator Incubator Shaker at 22°C and taken out at the scheduled times outlined in 
Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: Schedule for Shake Flask Experiment 
Schedule for Reintroduction to 37°C 










- 22° C Control (A,B,C,D) 
- 37° C Control (A,B,C,D) 
 
To determine the timing for the experiment several inoculum shake flasks were allowed to 



































Figure 5.1: Data from previous inoculum cultures used to determine timing for shake flask 
experiment. Average growth rate was 0.69 hr-1 and maximum OD600 of 1.35 was achieved in 7 -9 
hours. 
 
Data from these shake flasks (Figure 5.1) show that the maximal achievable density is 
approximately 1.35 O.D. at 7 to 9 hours, with an average specific growth rate of 0.69 hr-1. 
This led to choosing a 4 hour induction period with induction occurring at approximately 0.4 
O.D. This was chosen to balance the need for long period of growth after induction and time 
needed to see a difference in effect by temperature shift. 
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5.2.2 Growth for Shake Flask Runs 














Figure 5.2: 50 mL inoculum culture for 1.25L shake flask culture. Cell growth rate was 0.45 
min-1 which is lower than the expected growth rate of 0.69 min-1. The growth profiles, however, 
were similar. 
 
The 50 mL inoculum culture followed the expected growth profile with a specific growth rate 
of 0.45 min-1.  The culture achieved a O.D. of 0.954 at 315 minutes before being diluted into 
the 1.25 L flask (Figure 5.2). Upon addition of the inoculum the 1.25 L flask O.D. was 0.012 






















Figure 5.3: Growth for Large 1.25L Shake Flask. Growth rate, 0.18hr-1, was lower than the 
50mL inoculum likely due to dilution effects. Inoculum reached 0.436 OD600 at 275 minutes.  
The growth for the larger shake flask took 90 minutes longer than for the 50 mL cultures but 
this is not unexpected due to the larger volume and lower seeding density.  The specific 
growth rate was 0.18 hr-1 which was, again, lower than the 50 mL shake flasks (Figure 5.3). 
Induction occurred in the beginning of the exponential phase at an O.D.of 0.436 leaving four 
hours of growth at 37°C and 22°C to run the experiment in.  
 
Media from the large 1.25 L flask was separated into 19, 50 mL shake flasks using sterile 
pipettes. With the exception of 37 °C control cultures, all shake flasks were immediately 
placed in a separate incubator set at 22 °C. Growth for each shake flask varied. In general 
growth was slower for cultures which remained at the lower temperature longer. Figure 5.4 
summarizes the growth profiles for all growth cultures with the exception of cultures held in 
reserved (9A, 9B). Control culture averages are shown in this figure. The time courses for 
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both the 15 and 30 min shake flasks were very similar however there was a large difference 
between the 30 min and 60 min shake flasks indicating that there is an overall adaptive 
growth change during this period creating a larger lag time when the culture is reintroduced 
to 37°C. 
 































Figure 5.4: Growth for All Shake Flasks during the 240 minute growth trial. Growth rates 
varied from 0.29 to 0.40 hr-1 but all growth appeared to reach near the maximum growth of 1.3 
OD600 achieved in 50 mL shake flasks. 
Optical density at the end of the 240 minute experiment was close to the maximum predicted 
growth achieved in 50 mL shake flasks. Growth during the experiments varied and appeared 
to have a maximum at 60 minutes. This may indicate that the changes in temperatures for 
cultures before 60 minutes were too rapid and growth suffered. Growth after 60 minutes may 
be affected by the temperature and after this point growth rate slows and overall growth is 




Table 5.2: Estimated growth rates for 50mL shake flasks  taken from 22 °C to 37 °C at various 
times.  
















Figure 5.5 is the graphical representation of Table 5.2 showing the maxima suggested at 60 
minutes. 




























Figure 5.5: Growth Rate as a function of time at 22 C.  The pattern appears to follow a concave 
curve with a maximum at 60 min. This may be a function of the cultures ability to adapt. 
Cultures at the beginning were given temperature shocks quicker and this may indicate a need 
for time to adapt. Cultures after 60 min may have adapted to the lower temperatures but the 
growth rates were affected and could not recover during the experiment run time. 
 
The growth was slowed at the reduced temperature, the 22°C controls lagged 130 minutes 
behind the 37°C controls and each flask taken out at different times lagged between 45 to 130 
minutes measured by the time taken to reach an O.D. of 1 compared with the 37°C controls 
dependant upon the amount of time at 22°C. Figure 5.6 suggests that despite the maxima at 
60 minutes cooling in terms of growth rate, overall growth is temperature affected since later 
cultures lagged previous cultures. The run is too short to determine whether there is actually 
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cultures at 210 minutes can recover fully since they are near 1 O.D.600 and thus near the 
maximum expected optical density. 
  















Time to reach 1 O.D.
Change from 37 C Control (min)
 
Figure 5.6: Time of cultures to reach O.D. of 1 when subject to a temperature change for a 
given time. The length of time at a lower temperature corresponds well to the amount of time 
required to reach 1 O.D.  compared to the 37 °C control cultures.  It is interesting to note that 
this graph may indicate that there are certain critical times after which the culture has adapted 
well enough 
  
The overall growth lag was used to determine the amount of time at 22°C for the simulated 
oxygen failure run (Section 5.4). Also, the overall growth lag was to estimate the maximum 




During the experiment two sets of temperature controls were used at 22°C and 37°C. Overall 
the 22°C controls show much less deviation and scatter than the 37°C controls. Since the 
culture to be held at different timings were chosen at random, and cultures were kept well 
mixed in-between dividing into 50mL cultures, settling is unlikely to have contributed much 
to the differences between the control cultures. The 22°C control cultures appeared to still be 
growing near the end of the culture but would have likely reached stationary phase shortly 
after 240 minutes and had an average final density of 1.043. 
 
Although there is a difference in variances both cultures achieved an O.D. greater than 1 over 
the 240 minutes of the experiment and the 37°C culture achieved a stationary growth phase at 
160 minutes with an average O.D. of 1.29. The variance of the 37°C control cultures was 
greater than the 22°C control cultures likely due the higher grow rate and differences in 
inoculum densities in the 37°C control cultures (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7: Standard Deviation for 22 °C and 37 °C Control. Standard Deviation for the 22 C shake flasks were much better than the 37 C 
shake flasks. This may indicate that any potential differences in inoculation density are not favoured too heavily and growth rates (0.29 
versus 0.35 hr-1) are slow enough not to select for higher inoculums. This may be supported by the higher growth rate, 0.35 hr-1, compared 




5.2.3 Final Weights and Protein Production 
All cultures ended close together in terms of optical density and seemed to be little affected 
by overall temperature after 240 minutes. A comparison of the standard deviations for the 
controls shows no significant difference after 240 minutes (Refer to Appendix B). 


















Figure 5.8: Final Weights for all 50mL shake flasks at 240 minutes. The cultures show minor 
weight variances with the lowest weight, 8B, being 0.06g and the highest being, 7B, at 0.13g. 
This may be a result of Yx/s not being affected by temperature at this volume.  
 
The differences between the final weights achieved in the standard control cultures at 37°C 
0.085g ± 0.03 and 27°C 0.078 ± 0.02, shows no meaningful difference between the two mean 
weights achieved. It is difficult to tell how much variance in final weight was caused by 
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temperature versus uncertainty due to the weighing of small masses. The cell mass yields, 
Yx/s, are likely uncoupled from the specific growth rate, µ, at these volumes.  A correlation 
plot of final weights versus final optical densities does not indicate a correlation between 
these two parameters and this is likely because of magnification of errors due to the small 
volumes involved. 
Weight and Final O.D. Correlation.


















Figure 5.9: Correlation plot for final weight and OD600. This indicates that Yx/s may not be 




5.2.4  Shake Flask SDS PAGE Gels 
Overall induction is not obvious in the SDS PAGE gels (Gels). However Gels 3 (Figure 
5.12), 5 (Figure 5.14), 37C (Figure 5.28), and 37D (Figure 5.29) appear to have an increasing 
band at 30 kDa (the predicted weight of eYFP) with time. All gels show another band 
between 30 kDa and 45 kDa which is unexplained and may be a protein by-product of 
induction with IPTG.  Given the lack of obvious induction it seems likely that eYFP 
production was only be at low levels during this experiment.  
 
A comparison of Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.26 provide an excellent basis for comparison 
between control cultures kept at 22°C and 37°C. Gels from shake flasks which were removed 
earlier than 150 minutes (Figure 5.10 through Figure 5.15) appear to have less overall 
proteins than Gels which where left longer (Figure 5.16 through Figure 5.21). This is shown 
best in a comparison of Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.26. In the range of 66 -97 kDa (the 
uppermost two standards) several proteins are expressed. In cultures kept longer at 37 °C 
these band often form what appears a more solid band as they run into each other. For both 




Figure 5.10: SDS PAGE Gel 
1 
 
Figure 5.11: SDS PAGE Gel 
2      
 
Figure 5.12: SDS PAGE Gel 3 
 
Figure 5.13: SDS PAGE Gel 
4        
Figure 5.14: SDS PAGE Gel 
5        
 
Figure 5.15: SDS PAGE Gel 6 
 
 
Figure 5.16: SDS PAGE Gel 
7A     
 
Figure 5.17: SDS PAGE Gel 
7B      
 





Figure 5.19: SDS PAGE Gel 
8B     
 
Figure 5.20: SDS PAGE Gel 
9A      
 
Figure 5.21: SDS PAGE Gel 
9B 
 
Figure 5.22: SDS PAGE Gel 
22A 
Figure 5.23: SDS PAGE Gel 
22B    
 
Figure 5.24: SDS PAGE Gel 
22C 
 






Figure 5.26: SDS PAGE Gel 
37A    
Figure 5.27: SDS PAGE Gel 
37B    
 
Figure 5.28: SDS PAGE Gel 
37C   
 






Table 5.3: Key for SDS PAGE figures for Shake Flask Runs 
 Lanes 
GEL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 15 40 STD 80 120 180 200 240 - - 
2 - 30 40 STD 80 120 160 200 240 - 
3 40 STD 60 80 120 160 200 240 - - 
4 - 40 STD 80 90 120 160 200 240 - 
5 - 40 80 STD 120 160 200 240 - - 
6 - 40 STD 80 120 160 200 - - - 
7A - PreInd STD 50 90 130 170 180 200 240 
7B - 50 90 STD 130 170 180 200 240 - 
8A - 50 STD 90 170 210 240 - - - 
8B - 50 90 STD 130 170 210 240 - - 
9A - 50 90 STD 130 170 210 240 - - 
9B - 50 90 STD 130 170 210 240 - - 
22A - PreInd 50 90 130 STD 170 210 240 - 
22B - 50 STD 90 130 170 210 240 - - 
22C - 40 90 130 170 STD 210 240 - - 
22D - 50 90 STD 130 170 210 240 - - 
37A - 40 80 STD 120 160 200 240 - - 
37B - 40 STD 80 120 160 200 240 - - 
37C - 40 80 STD 120 160 200 240 - - 
37D - PreInd 40 80 STD 120 160 200 240 - 
*time in minutes 
12% SDS PAGE Gels (Figure 5.10 through Figure 5.29) for the shake flask used low 
molecular weight standards. 
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5.3 Initial Bioreactor Temperature Control Runs 
5.3.1 Inoculum  
Inocula for the temperature control and non-temperature control runs reached seeding 
densities at 0.730 OD600 at 13 hrs and 0.771 O.D. at 12.75 hrs respectively. The specific 
growth rates however were quite different, 0.637 and 0.307 respectively. This is due to the 
long initial lag shown in the non-temperature control inoculum. The cause of this is 
unknown. The inoculum for the temperature controlled run was relatively linear and the 
inoculum for the non-temperature controlled run was much more exponential in exponential 
growth phase.  



















Figure 5.30: Inoculum growth profile for Run without Temperature Control. The growth rate 
was 0.307. The inoculum density for the no temperature control run was 0.771 OD600 compared 
to 0.730 OD600for the temperature control run. The two inoculums had differing growth rates, 
0.307 versus 0.637 for no temperature control and temperature control inoculums respectively. 







The initial lag phase was approximately 2 hours longer in the temperature controlled run (11 
hrs versus 9 hrs until first feeding). Compared to the non-temperature controlled run the 
glucose demand was significantly less over that time frame suggesting somewhat different 
Yx/s.  The temperature controlled runs had less pH control than the non-temperature control 




Figure 5.31: Optical Density versus glucose fed for no temperature control run. This run began 
the Fed-batch feeding phase 2 hours earlier than the temperature control run. The glucose fed 
was much higher during the exponential feeding phase of the run and growth noticeably 
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deviated from the glucose fed profile 5 hours before the end of the end. There is increased pH 
control indicate more glucose being converted to acetate. 
 
Figure 5.32: Optical density versus glucose fed for temperature control run. The run began 
Fed-batch feeding phase 2 hours later than the non-temperature controlled run. The glucose fed 
was much lower than the non-temperature controlled run and the optical density followed the 
glucose fed profile very closely.  
 
Offline and online optical densities (O.D.) for both runs were within 20 O.D. However, for 
the temperature controlled run the offline O.D. flattened around 22°C before the offline O.D. 
peaked at around 170. Online O.D. readings are sensitive to foaming and is indicated by a 
sudden decease in the online O.D. in Figure 5.32 at 24.98 hrs. 
 
The temperature controlled run produced a much higher Yx/s (wet cell weight) then the non 
temperature controlled run (1.75 versus 1.16 respectively). Table 5.4 summarizes the final 
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Table 5.4: Summary for initial bioreactor temperature control runs. Final O.D. for the 
temperature control run was higher than the non-temperature control run, 152 versus 120 O.D. 
Biomass measured by wet weight differed by 30 g (265g versus 235g).   
 Final O.D. Glucose Fed (g) Total Wet Weight 
Biomass (g) 
Non-temperature  120 203 235 
Temperature 152 151 265 
 
5.3.3 Protein 
As with the SDS PAGE gels for the Shake Flask runs there is no distinct and increasing band 
at 30 kDa was would be expected from sequencing (Chapter 4). These Gels were run at 10% 
concentration which is different than discussed in the methods section (Section 4.6). The cell 
pellets were all diluted in 20 uL of buffer and 15 uL was applied to each of the lanes. Lane to 
lane comparison is difficult with this method. However, the protein distribution is 
representative of the proteins expressed at each time point. The high loading of each lane was 
done to better visualize proteins which were in low abundance. Despite the high loadings and 
because of the method used it is difficult to determine whether eYFP concentrations within 
the cells increased with time without densiometric analysis which was not performed. 
 
Gels Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 are from the non-temperature control run samples. Gels 
Figure 5.35 and Figure 5.36 are from the temperature control run samples. In each of the 
Gels there is a band suggesting overproduced proteins around 36-45 kDa. This does not 
correspond however with the size of protein suggested in DNA sequencing. 
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Figure 5.33: No Temperature Control  10% 
SDS PAGE. Samples 1-7 shown. 
Figure 5.34: No Temperature Control 10% 
SDS PAGE. Samples 8-12 shown. The sample 
beside lane 12 is overflow from lane 12. 
 
Figure 5.35: Temperature Control 10% SDS 
PAGE. Samples 1-9 shown. 
 
Figure 5.36: Temperature Control 10% SDS 
PAGE. Samples 10-17 shown. 
 
  Table 5.5: Key for SDS PAGE figures for Temperature Control Run 
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  Lanes 
 GEL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Run 
A 
Gel 1 - 9.77 11.16 12.62 13.37 std 15 16.09 16.98 - 
 Gel 2 - 17.26 17.91 18.37 std 19.42 20.27 -  - - 
Run 
B 
Gel 1 10.69 12.89 std 13.91 15 16.08 17.23 17.64 18.44 19.69
 Gel 2 - 21.17 21.89 std 22.66 23.78 24.59 25.85 25.85 - 
 
 
Figure 5.37 suggests an exponential rise, much like cell growth, in eYFP production when 
measured in a microplate reader with an excitation of 515 nm, emission of 535 nm and a cut-
off of 530 nm. The protein fluorescence signal is extremely noisy and this relationship 













































Figure 5.37: Fluorescence Readings from SDS Pellet Samples. There is no clear pattern suggested in the No Temperature Control 
Samples. The temperature control samples may show a slightly exponential pattern but this is uncertain. Excitation of 515 nm, emission of 




5.4 Temperature Control Experiments 
Four temperature control experiments were run to determine the effect of temperature on 
growth and other fermentation parameters. Larger samples were taken to allow for the 
determination of insoluble versus soluble fractions of proteins. Table 5.6 shows the 
temperature control and oxygen limitation situations for each experiment. The final 
experiment, experiment D, is a simulated oxygen failure run done to determine whether the 
fermentation can survive a low oxygen environment. Pure oxygen was turned off for a period 
of 30 minutes during this run since it was determined in the shake flask runs to be the longest 
period before significant lag occurred upon return to favourable growth conditions. In the 
time between the initial and final temperature control experiments, the online O.D. 
estimation parameters were adjusted to better fit the new data. 
Table 5.6: Parameters for Temperature Control Experiments 
Run Date Performed Temperature Control 30% Oxygen Limitation 
A 8 Jun 06 N N 
B 5 Jun 06 N Y 
C 14 Jun 06 Y Y 
D* 11 July 06 Y Y 
*Interrupted Temperature Control Run 
5.4.1 Inocula 
The inoculum for each run (Figure 5.38) varied little but reached seeding densities within an 
hour and a half of each other. The optical density inoculum for this series of experiments 
averaged 0.95 with a standard deviation of 0.01 O.D., although the first two runs took 5.5 hrs 
and final two runs took 7 hours to come to seeding densities. This inoculum is significantly 
higher than previous runs owing to faster than anticipated growth in the initial run. Several 
possible reasons exist for this including fresher transforms or the plasmid may have been 
rejected. The later is unlikely since the plasmid must also be present for the cells to survive in 
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the media.  It is also unlikely that the inoculum would have enough β-lactamase to degrade 
all the ampicillin in the plates, overnight media, inoculum media and the fermentation media. 
The fermentor was fully prepared at least half an hour before the initial inoculation according 
to the procedures published in J. Bezaire (2005) with the exception that the inoculum was 
putting step 11 after 21 (Appendix B). 


















Figure 5.38: Inocula Growths for Temperature Control Experiments. The average optical 
density before seeding into the bioreactor was 0.95 with a  variance of 0.1. The first 2 runs took 
5.5 hours to reach seeding density and the last 2 runs took 7 hours. 
5.4.2 Growth 
Growth varied for each run. Run A’s conditions allowed the culture to grow the fastest. Non-
temperature controlled runs in general required more pH additions at a higher frequency due 
to higher acetate productions. These runs also lead to a wider variation between the online 
and offline growth values indicative of culture problems such as cell lyses and foaming. The 
cell debris is theorized to have a scattering effect on the probe’s functioning leading to an 
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overestimation of optical density. Run C was kept as long as possible and below the original 
setpoint value of 22°C to 18°C and then down as low as possible to identify the minimum 
feasible values possible for the culture and equipment set up. Run C’s initial induction 
occurred at 55 O.D. instead of 75 O.D. due to worries regarding limited growth. Run C and D 
showed slower acetate metabolism which was especially obvious below 27°C (Figure 5.41B 







Figure 5.39: Run A Biocontroller data.  A,  shows oxygen limitation during the exponential 
growth phase.  The wider oxygen spikes after 8 hours show the beginning of  30% oxygen 
supplementation. Figure B, shows the increasing fluctuations in pH indicating excessive 
metabolic formation of acetate. The stirrer speed increased and then rapidly decreased during 
the initial oxygen supplementation period.  Once growth related oxygen demand reached 






Figure 5.40: Run B Biocontroller Data. Oxygen supplementation, started at 9.6 hours, ranged 
from 0-100%. Pure oxygen supplementation increases variance in dissolved oxygen.  Figure B, 







Figure 5.41: Run C Biocontroller Data.  Both oxygen supplementation and temperature control 
were used in this run. Dissolved oxygen concentration was maintained around 30% although 
short periods of limitation occurred. pH fluctuated much less compared to non-temperature 
controlled runs.  Temperature control was continued past the low set point of 22°C to explore 







Figure 5.42: Run D Biocontroller Data. This run simulated a 45 minute oxygen supplementation 
failure. Temperature control was reset afterwards. Temperature came down to 22°C in three 
steps over a 10 hour period. pH fluctuated much less than non-temperature controlled runs and 





When antifoam was added there was a direct effect reducing oxygen transfer (Figure 5.43). 
While this was not unexpected, it adds a complication to foaming control since the objective 
of most fermentations is to maintain sufficient D.O. while minimizing any potential foaming, 
goals which are clearly at odds (Akesson et al. 2001). In terms of the effects of both goals, 
the 30% oxygen limitation represents a worst case scenario since raising oxygen volumetric 
flowrates to reduce stirrer speeds, decrease foaming and increase oxygen transfer rates is not 
feasible.  
 
Figure 5.43: Antifoam and NH4SO4 addition effects during culture runs on D.O. and 
Temperature. 
 
Instead foaming agent addition was timed to our advantage to coincide with pH control 
additions which cause a sharp spike in DO. However, at best this is a temporary benefit since 
oxygen transfer does not fully recover after. It is interesting to note that there is a 0.5°C 
change in temperature when NH4SO4 was added to reduce acetate and control pH.  
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Temperature control reduced glucose feeding to fit more closely with overall specific growth. 
Temperature control is one method suggested in literature to control acetate formation by 
overfeeding (Akesson et al. 2001). As well it is a method of ensuring aerobic protein 
production by decreasing growth rate. pH additions are the method used in these 
fermentations to control acetate formation. The use of glacial NH4SO4 causes an exothermic 
temperature spike. This is shown in Figure 5.44.  
 
Figure 5.44: 0.5°C temperature spike caused by NH4SO4  addition. Moving averages was used in 
the temperature control programming to avoid temperature fluctuations like those caused by 
pH additions. 
 
The first two non-temperature controlled runs had exponentially increasing feeding 
requirements near the ends of their fermentations whereas the temperature controlled runs 
maintained feeding profiles similar to the online growth profiles. Limited oxygen 




Overall cell yields are affected by temperature reduction and oxygen limitations. Run A has a 
Yx/s of 1.60 wet cell weight the highest of all runs. This run was relatively unaffected by 
oxygen limitation and there was no temperature reduction. As with the shake flask it is 
expected that growth would be faster at higher temperatures. Optical density and glucose 
consumption rates shown in Figure 5.45 deviate at 14 hours at approximately 75 O.D. 
 
Figure 5.45: Run A glucose fed versus optical density. Yx/s was 1.60 for this run the highest for 
all the runs. The ability to provide oxygen supplementation on demand allows for higher 
growth at 37°C. Optical density and glucose fed deviate at 14 hours at approximately 75 O.D. 
but keep similar rates compared to runs with the 30% maximum oxygen supplementation. 
 
During the initial fed-batch phase growth was near linear but around 80 O.D. growth slowed 
somewhat and appeared to be reaching a maxima at 107 O.D. There are two clear specific 
growth rate values in the culture. The early growth rate is visibly higher than the later µ 
value. The switch between the two values is likely caused by metabolic by-products 






Figure 5.46: Semi-log plot of glucose fed and optical density versus temperature for Run A. 
During the initial Fed-batch phase the growth was almost linear. After 80 O.D. growth 
appeared to slow and eventually reached a maxima at 107 O.D. There appears to be a switch in 
growth rate around 12 hours. This is likely caused by metabolic by-product build up and 
depletion of media components. 
 
Oxygen limited cultures show a deviation between the glucose feed rate and optical density 
much earlier in the cultures. For Run B this occurred at 13.5 hours at 55 O.D. (Figure 5.47). 
Optical density  tapered off after 19 hours and the culture was ended. Again there appears to 




Figure 5.47: Run B glucose versus optical density. Yx/s for this run was 0.97 wet weight. Glucose 
deviated significantly at 13.5 hrs at approximately 55 O.D. after which the glucose feed  rate 
proceeded exponentially. Optical density tapered off around 19 hours. Again there appears to 
be two growth rates during the culture with the switch in rate occurring at 15 hours. 
 
Temperature remained between 36.25°C and 37.75°C for Run B (Figure 5.48). Optical 
density deviated from glucose fed in the early exponential Fed-batch phase of the run. 
Optical density during the initial Fed-batch appeared almost linear but was corrected near 12 
hours after optical density had exceeded glucose fed. After the initial period, optical density 




Figure 5.48: Semi-log plot of  glucose fed and optical density versus temperature for Run B. 
Growth during the initial Fed-batch phase was higher than glucose fed rate. Near 12 hours 
when growth appeared to exceed glucose fed then fell and thereafter followed a more 
exponential rate. 
 
Temperature control in previous runs has lead to a closer glucose and optical density rate 
such as those shown in the Initial Bioreactor Temperature Control Runs. Run C’s glucose 
feed rate and optical density did deviate around 12.5 hr at 55 to 60 O.D.  The yield from this 




Figure 5.49: Run C glucose versus optical density. This run’s Yx/s was 1.48 (wet weight). 
Interestingly, the glucose and optical density deviated around 12.5 hours at approximately 55 to 
60 O.D. There was a rate change in glucose feeding between 14 and 15 hours around the time 
that the culture reached 22°C.  
 
Optical density plotted on a semi-log plot (Figure 5.50) showed a downward trend quickly in 
Run C. This to be due to protein production or an adverse response to temperature reduction. 
Temperature varied near the end as the Pelletier cell had a difficult time maintaining enough 
flow to allow the temperature to drop. It was necessary to increase the pump speed of the 
Pelletier cell to maximum in order to achieve the temperatures required. As the temperature 




Figure 5.50: Semi-log plot of  glucose fed and optical density versus temperature for Run C. 
Optical Density appeared to decrease at each temperature decrease but was greatest during the 
first temperature change. With each change in temperature there appears to be a decrease in 
the growth rate. 
 
For Run D the Yx/s is unknown due to lost data. However, for this run optical density and 
glucose fed both seem fairly similar although in the later stages of the run at 15 there was a 





Figure 5.51: Run D glucose versus optical density. Yx/s is unknown since final cell weights were 
unknown. Glucose fed rates and optical density rates appeared to be fairly similar and follow 
the same course until 15 hours. Even after this the optical density rate and glucose rate appear 
fairly similar. 
 
During Run D, the glucose fed and optical density plots were exponential with the rates 
decreasing after the simulated oxygen supplementation failure. Again temperature appears to 




Figure 5.52:  Semi-log plot of  glucose fed and optical density versus temperature for Run D. 
Glucose fed and optical density were exponential with the rates decreasing after the simulated 
oxygen failure and temperature decreases. 
 
The temperature controlled run came to nearly the same final optical density as the no 
controls run but took approximately 6 hours longer and required nearly 60 grams less 
glucose. Run D required 122g less glucose and reached 21 O.D. higher than Run B in nearly 
the same amount of time without the oxygen limitations seen in Run B. Final conditions are 
summarized in Table 5.7. 
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A 228 144 172 21.3 364 1.60 
B 277 107 109 21.8 270 0.97 
C 217 137 154 27.5 322 1.48 
D 155 118 130 22.5 - - 
 
As the temperature lowered there was a noticeable change in the morphology of the E. coli.  
The E. coli was easily initially centrifuged but as temperature dropped became white and 
fluffy to the eye. The E. coli in late temperature controlled cultures was harder to centrifuge.  
 
All the runs had several events in common such as adding antifoam (A.F.), induction (IPTG), 
glucose bottle changes (Glucose), clearing blocked sparger pores (HCl), and changes to the 
air and oxygen rotameter settings (air/oxygen).  
 
During Run A, it was necessary to unblock the sparger using 10% HCl in order have 
uninterrupted airflow. Several times oxygen content was raised until finally at 14.01 hrs pure 




Figure 5.53: Events for Run A. At approximately 16 hours it was necessary to clear the sparger 
using 10% HCl.  IPTG was induced at 75 O.D. and 150 O.D.  During the culture it was 
necessary to change the glucose bottle at 18 hrs.  
 
Run B was relatively uneventful. Antifoam was added four times as necessary. The culture 
was inoculated sooner than usual because of worries about the significant lag the culture 





Figure 5.54:  Events for Run B. Run B was relatively uneventful. Once oxygen supplementation 
began antifoam was added at regular intervals during the culture. The culture was inoculated 
at 55 O.D. due to worries about the culture’s apparent lag in reaching 75 O.D. As per 
procedure the culture was induced a second time at 80 O.D.   
 
Run C had several additions of antifoam as a preventative measure with consideration of the 
effect that antifoam has on dissolved oxygen. IPTG was added to the culture at 75 and 125 
O.D. It was necessary to change the glucose bottle during the experiment causing a slight 





Figure 5.55: Events for Run C.  Antifoam was added to the culture three times in order control 
foam. Antifoams additions were minimized to avoid lowering dissolved oxygen in the culture. 
IPTG was added at 75 and 125 O.D.’s according to set procedures. A slight delay in optical 
density can be observed during the glucose bottle change. 
 
Run D’s simulated an oxygen failure was chosen to occur at point in the run where oxygen 
demand did not exceed supply so that the culture could recover after (Figure 5.56). The 
simulated length of time was approximately 45 minutes as this was found to be a reasonable 
amount of time in the shake flask runs and did not affect the overall growth endpoints or 




Figure 5.56: Events for Run D. Four antifoam additons were made during the run. Oxygen 
supplementation was started around 12 hrs. The simulated failure occurred around 13.5 hours 
and lasted 45 minutes. 
5.4.3 Protein Production Information 
There is again little evidence that induction increased recombinant production of proteins at 
the expected 30 kDa band. With the exception of Run B, the bands surrounding the 30 kDa 
standard do not appear to be affected at all and remain constant during the runs. Run B seems 
to show an increase in the amount of protein in the 30 kDa range at 10.48 and 11.45 hrs, 
although this is not entirely clear due to imaging problems. This does not correspond to the 
induction period at 14.6 hr. Nor does it appear to be increasing from time period to time 
period. Unfortunately, recombinant protein production during these temperature control run 
was also very low. Again this is confusing since the vector was present since the cells grew 





Figure 5.57: Gel 1 Run A 
 
Figure 5.58: Gel 2 Run A 
 
Figure 5.59: Gel 1 from Run B  




Figure 5.61: Gel 1 Run C 
 
Figure 5.62: Gel 2 Run C 
 





Figure 5.64: Gel 1 Run D 
 
Figure 5.65: Gel 2 Run D 
 












  Table 5.8: Key for SDS PAGE figures for Temperature Control Run 
  Lanes 
 GEL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Run A Gel 1 - 9.09 std 10.24 11.44 12.53 13.52 14.50 15.08 - 
 Gel 2 - 16.5 std 17.58 18.62 19.64 20.80 20.8 - - 
Run B Gel 1 - 9.38 std 10.48 11.45 12.78 12.78 
overrun 
- 13.50 - 
 Gel 2 - 14.33 15.47 16.67 std 17.82 19 19.98 - - 
Run C Gel 1 - 9.46 10.46 std 11.58 12.58 13.46 14.46 15.54 - 
 Gel 2 - 16.07 std 16.56 17.61 18.67 19.68 20.78 - - 
 Gel 3 - 21.97 23.13 std 24.69 25.77 26.81 27.46 - - 
Run D Gel 1 - 5.44 7.22 std 8.60 9.74 10.71 11.71 - - 
 Gel 2 - 12.36 std 13.44 14.44 15.44 15.98 16.44 - - 
 Gel 3 - 17.54 18.54 std 19.49 20.44 21.41 22.47 - - 
* Time in Hours 
5.5 Purifications 
5.5.1 Introduction 
Early in the fermentation experiments it was recognized that it would be necessary to have 
purified eYFP in order to quantify the protein production from temperature controlled 
fermentations. To this end several purifications were run. One such experiment involving 
metal ion affinity chromatography is discussed and analyzed below. 
5.5.2 Ni2+ Purification 
As the eYFP was to be expressed with a HIS6 affinity tag it followed that the first 
purification step should be a Ni2+ resin in a small column. Several purifications using 
procedures described in Chapter 4 were run however a larger purification run on 28 August 
2006 using cells obtained in the 14 Apr 06 temperature control run will be shown as an 
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illustrative example of Ni2+ purifications run on cell samples obtained from these 
fermentations.  
 
General Purification Scheme Data for 28 August 2006 Ni2+-NTA Affinity 
Purification 
Column Size 5 mLs 
Amount of Cells 30.01 g 
Cracking Efficiency 59 % 
Lyses Device High Pressure Homogenizer 
 
After cell lyses it was decided that the supernatant would be purified on the column in order 
to simplify the procedure and to avoid having viscosity problems frequently associated with 












































































































Figure 5.67: Protein Concentrations for 28 Aug 06 Purifications 
 
Several of the protein concentrations were below the reported detectable limits of the 
Bradford method (Figure 5.67). Flow through and wash samples show decreasing 
concentrations of protein as expected since unbound protein should be easily washed off the 
column. The 2 column volumes of  50mM imidazole wash was evenly divided into 3 parts 
and showed a continuing decrease in protein concentration until near the end of the final 
wash where loosely bound protein was eluted from the column. The 200mM imidazole wash 
released all bound proteins from the column and had a protein concentration less than the 
final 50mM imidazole wash leading to a worrying conclusion that the eYFP may have 
already been eluted partly in the 50mM imidazole wash.  
 
The SDS PAGE gel (Figure 5.68) ran afterwards lacked an identifiable band for the 
recombinant protein around the 30kDa marker, however there was an increasingly 
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concentrated band around 26 -28 kDa. While lower than expected, it was possible that this 
may be the protein of interest. 
 
Figure 5.68: Purification Gel from 28 Aug 06 Ni2+ Affinity Purification (5 uL loadings) 
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Table 5.9: Key for 28 Aug 06 Ni2+ Affinity Purification Gel 
Lanes 





















More troubling was the unexpected fluorescence values obtained when samples were diluted 
in a log fold manner (Figure 5.69) and measured using excitation wavelength  of 515 nm, 
emission wavelength 535 nm and a cut off of 530 nm. It is expected that sample fluorescence 
decreases with log fold dilutions when plotted on a semi log plot or log-log plot. This 
unexpected result lead to several attempts to find a linear range to quantify eYFP between 
1250 and 10000 fold dilutions. This range was not found and further reinforced the 
conclusion that problems existed with eYFP expression. 
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Supernatant Fluorescence for 5 fold serial dilutions of Nickel 
Affinity Purified Protein from 28 Aug 06
























Figure 5.69: Fluorescence measurements using microwell plate reader. No linear range was 
found between 1250 and 12000. This was further evidence that problems existed with the eYFP 
expression. 
5.5.3 Denature-Renature Experiments 
In order to determine whether the protein was simply misfolded and in an inclusion body. It 
was decided to denature the protein in 8M urea and renature it by dialysizing the Urea back 
out. To achieve this, dialysis of a 10 mL sample was done over 24 hours with 3 1L buffer 
exchanges with decreasing Urea concentrations ending with 100mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 
100mM NaCl buffer.  
Figure 5.70 shows a band around the 30 kDa molecular weight standard shown in both the 




Figure 5.70: SDS PAGE gel for Denature Renature Experiment  
Table 5.10: Key for Renature-Denature SDS PAGE 
 Denature Renature SDS PAGE Gel 
1 - 
2 Supernatant After Homogenization (13 uL) 
3 Supernatant After Homogenization Diluted 10X (15 uL) 
4 Cell Pellet After Homogenization (16 uL) 
5 Cell Pellet after Denaturation (16 uL) 
6 LMW Standard 
7 Dialyzed Denatured Protein (12.5 uL) 
8 Dialyzed Denatured Protein (10 uL) 





When the renatured protein is compared in concentration and fluorescence signal to the 
homogenized pellet it appears that fluorescence is lost slightly after renaturation (Table 5.11). 
From literature it is known that fluorescence indicates chromophore formation and it is 
expected that renaturation would cause a loss in fluorescence.  
Table 5.11: Fluorescence and protein concentration of renatured protein versus homogenized 
protein.The homogenization pellet showed much higher fluorescence than the renatured 
protein indicating some fluorescence losses during renaturation. The renatured protein was 
more concentrated than the homogenized pellet by 300 µg/ml. 
 Fluorescence (I.U.) Protein Concentration 
(µg/mL) 
Homogenization Pellet 206900 1230 
Renatured Protein. 168200 1570 
 
To determine more conclusively whether the protein of interest was eYFP several dilutions 
of the supernatant (which also had a 30 kDa band indicating soluble protein at this molecular 
weight) was prepared over the expected linear range of 1-1000 fold dilutions. When analyzed 
using a microplate however the linearly decreasing relationship expected was not seen 
(Figure 5.71).  
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Figure 5.71 Fluorescence and protein concentrations for supernatant dilutions from Denature-
Renature Experiment. The diltuions appeared to follow an exponential decrease in protein 
concentration but an increase in Fluorescence. 
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Adding to the confusion was the expected decrease in protein concentrations with each 
dilution. This could indicate an inner filter effect however careful review of literature 
(Chapter 4) reveals that this is not a problem reported with GFP or its variants in E. coli 
lysate. 
5.5.4 Fluorescence Spectra Inconsistencies 
The inability to repeat experiments run in literature and the discrepancies between the data 
from all runs lead to more generalized search for any fluorescent species in the supernatant of 
homogenized cell pellets. Several experiments using fluorescence spectrometers available in 
Engineering, Cary Elipse (Varian Mississauga, ON ), and Chemistry, QuantaMaster™ Model 
QM-4/2005, (Photon Technology International London, ON) lead to similar excitation and 
emission profiles. A scan done for excitation and emission profiles with a slit width of 1 nm 
gives excitation and emission values shown Figure 5.72 and expanded in 3D in Figure 5.73.  
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Figure 5.72: Excitation and Emission Spectra for protein produced in July 15th run Chemistry 
fluorescence spectrometer in 100mM Tris-HCl, 100mM NaCl (pH 7.0). The emission maxima 
was 520nm and the excitation maxima was 466 nm. 
 
3D fluorescent plots of the protein show several maximas for both the emission and 
excitation with the peaks show in Figure 5.72. The 3D plot of fluorescence emission from 
produced protein showed a maxima at 524 nm for the 448 nm excitation and a smaller 
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Figure 5.73: 3D Plot of Fluorescence emission for produced protein. There are several emission 
peaks but the maximum occurs at nearly 448 nm excitation and 524 nm emission. 100mM Tris-
HCl, 100mM NaCl (pH 7.0). 
 
The 3D plot of excitation showed several excitation peaks (Figure 5.74). The scans for these 
peaks were necessarily narrower than emission scans. Excitation maxima occurred at 448 nm 
but another peak was suggested at 468 nm. When these values were originally found, it was 








































Figure 5.74: 3D Emission  and Excitation Profile for Produced Protein from Engineering 
Fluorescence Spectrometer. 100mM Tris-HCl, 100mM NaCl (pH 7.0). 
 
Samples run with an emission wavelength of 468 nm and an excitation wavelength of 520 






Flourscence of Supernatant  for homogenized final cell pellet 
samples from Temperature Control Runs



































Figure 5.75: Fluorescence of supernatant for homogenized final cell pellet samples from 
temperature control runs. These plots do not follow the linear correlation expected when 
plotted on a log-log scale. 
 
When samples from all runs are compared at 515 nm versus 468 nm values there is an 
obvious linear correlation (Figure 5.76). This would be expected for a potential eYFP variant 






Fluorescence Values for Peak Emission Scan for Temperature 
Control Runs  
























Figure 5.76: Fluorescence scan at typical eYFP values for all Temperature Control runs and 
one Initial Temperature Control run for eYFP and peak emission found in scan.  
 
Excitation scans for the BL21 DE3 samples show two maxima at 468 and 448 nm (Figure 
5.77). Excitation scan for fluorescence for shake flask samples show peaks at 468 and 448 
nm for the shake flask samples (Figure 5.78).  Peaks at 520 nm were observed for the 
excitations of 448 and 466 nm for the Bl21 DE3 with No plasmid (Figure 5.79).  There is no 
definite peak for the 372 nm excitation scan but given the wider shoulder than the shake flask 
samples it is unlikely that such a peak would be observed (Figure 5.80). Peaks at 520 nm 
were observed for the excitations of 448 and 466 nm for the Bl21 DE3 with No plasmid.  . 





Excitation Scan Fluorescence Spectra for 520 nm Emission 




















Figure 5.77: Excitation absorbance peaks for 520 nm Emission for BL21 DE3. Several peaks 




Excitation Scan Fluorescence Spectra for 520 nm Emission 






















Figure 5.78: Excitation scan for fluorescence for shake flask samples. Several peaks are 
observed for the excitation scan with the biggest at 468 nm with a smaller peak at 448 nm. 



























Figure 5.79: Fluorescence spectra for peak excitation value for BL21 DE3 with No Plasmid. 






























Figure 5.80: Fluorescence spectra for peak excitation value for shake flask samples. A peak at 
520 nm were observed for both the 448 and 468 nm excitation values. A excitation peak at 520 
nm was suggested for the 372 nm emission..  
5.6 Conclusions 
Temperature control is an effective means to meet oxygen demand by reducing metabolic 
rate and lowering specific oxygen demand. The penalty for this is slower growth and 
potentially slower protein production rates. That said, it is possible to achieve similar 
densities with better yield coefficients using temperature control, allowing cultures to be 
produced and maintained at a cost savings regarding consumables with potential benefit of 
lower acetate yields. The trade off is increased production time which may lead to higher 
operator costs.  
 
Unfortunately it has been shown that eYFP production was either non-existent or at very low 
levels for the runs performed in the temperature control experiments.  This highlights the 
importance of proper upstream genetic engineering and strain selection based on productivity 
before full production begins. The fermentor and fed-batch strategy is a means of achieving 
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high cell density while avoiding inhibitory levels of media components and by-products. It 
does not make up for poor strain selection or upstream engineering.  
 
Had the mistake been caught earlier in the experimentation it would have been feasible to 
redo the genetic engineering. However, as many of the experiments had been run and given 
the amount of time required to run subsequent experiments, it was not feasible to begin 
engineering the plasmid and production mechanisms even with commercially available 
plasmids and having the cDNA sequence for the protein of interest. It remains unclear why 
our selected clone grew under selective conditions but did not over-express the recombinant 
protein. 
5.7 Recommendations 
5.7.1 Strain Selection and Initial Inoculation 
It is shown that some inoculations take longer and thus are sampled more. This leads to a 
differing total inoculation which increases variability. Since it is rare for an inoculum culture 
to be sampled more than ten times it would be an easier to remove inoculum before being 
added to the fermentor so that each volume totals approximately forty milliliters. 
 
Quite often the fermentor is used to boost cell densities for strains that poorly express the 
protein of interest. While this may work in some cases it usually leads to downstream 
processing which is difficult and time consuming. It is far simpler to select strains based on 
specific productivity and cell growth characteristics. A simple way to pick colonies which are 
expressing eYFP well is to image them using UV fluorescence. This may be quickly done 
using the UV function used to image DNA in a (BioRad Gel Doc Mississauga, ON) (Figure 
5.81). Another quick method is to use a UV flashlight available in most hardware stores and 
choose colonies which have a high basal production of eYFP. It would be necessary to see 
how many platings the plasmid remained stable and protein is produced and it is 




Figure 5.81: eYFP Plates imaged using UV imager. 
 
In order to ensure better protein production it might be best to reengineer the cDNA encoding 
the eYFP protein to have an cut site for NCO1 for better insertion into the pRSETB plasmid. 
Another option is to select a different plasmid. In both cases it is necessary to perform 
experiments ensuring overproduction of eYFP is stably achieved. 
5.7.2 Protein Density Calculation from SDS PAGE Gels 
Normalizing the gel densities and analyzing the protein responses from the SDS PAGE gels 
would allow a better picture into the proteome response to temperature control. Analysis with 
MS/MS of proteins which were significantly up or down regulated might be revealing, 
leading to a better temperature control approach. 2D DIGE is discussed in Chapter 4 and 
would be another method which may lead to a better understanding of the proteome response 
to temperature control.  
5.7.3 Inclusion Body Formation and Protein Partitioning  
Through SDS PAGE, fluorescence and protein quantification it should be possible to 
determine the relative amounts of protein portioned in inclusion bodies versus soluble. It has 
been suggested in Chapter 4 that lowering the temperature increases the soluble yield of 
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proteins. Exploration of whether lower temperatures also lead to slower protein formation 
and lower protein yields would be of benefit when choosing to use temperature as a tool to 





Basecase Stream Reports 
CHO Basecase: Stream Report 
 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7879.86 h 
 Annual Throughput          =         14.48 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.08 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =        240.95 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         43.90 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        175 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 








 Elution 3               452627.83         2586.445        31260.341  
 Elution 1               273062.34         1560.356        18858.809  
 Elution 2               314339.08         1796.223        21709.551  
 Media                   933170.00         5332.400        64448.562  
 L-glutamine                766.50            4.380           52.938  
 Proteins                  7047.25           40.270          486.712  
 Glucose                    917.00            5.240           63.332  
 Biomass                      1.43            0.008            0.099  
 tPA                         10.60            0.061            0.732  
 Air                     267848.97         1530.566        18498.752  
 Water                  4998165.86        28560.948       345193.911  
 Pure_Wash                25553.17          146.018         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Section Total          7273510.03        41562.914       502338.547  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               452627.83         2586.445        31260.341  
 Elution 1               273062.34         1560.356        18858.809  
 Elution 2               314339.08         1796.223        21709.551  
 Media                   933170.00         5332.400        64448.562  
 L-glutamine                766.50            4.380           52.938  
 Proteins                  7047.25           40.270          486.712  
 Glucose                    917.00            5.240           63.332  
 Biomass                      1.43            0.008            0.099  
 tPA                         10.60            0.061            0.732  
 Air                     267848.97         1530.566        18498.752  
 Water                  4998165.86        28560.948       345193.911  
 Pure_Wash                25553.17          146.018         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              31260.341           0.000       31260.341 
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 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                  64448.562           0.000       64448.562 
 L-glutamine               52.938           0.000          52.938 
 Proteins                 486.712           0.000         486.712 
 Glucose                   63.332           0.000          63.332 
 Biomass                    0.099           0.000           0.099 
 tPA                        0.732           0.000           0.732 
 Air                    18498.752           0.000       18498.752 
 Water                 345193.911           0.000      345193.911 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               2586.445           0.000        2586.445 
 Elution 1               1560.356           0.000        1560.356 
 Elution 2               1796.223           0.000        1796.223 
 Media                   5332.400           0.000        5332.400 
 L-glutamine                4.380           0.000           4.380 
 Proteins                  40.270           0.000          40.270 
 Glucose                    5.240           0.000           5.240 
 Biomass                    0.008           0.000           0.008 
 tPA                        0.061           0.000           0.061 
 Air                     1530.566           0.000        1530.566 
 Water                  28560.948           0.000       28560.948 
 Pure_Wash                146.018           0.000         146.018 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               452627.8             0.0        452627.8 
 Elution 1               273062.3             0.0        273062.3 
 Elution 2               314339.1             0.0        314339.1 
 Media                   933170.0             0.0        933170.0 
 L-glutamine                766.5             0.0           766.5 
 
 Proteins                  7047.2             0.0          7047.2 
 Glucose                    917.0             0.0           917.0 
 Biomass                      1.4             0.0             1.4 
 tPA                         10.6             0.0            10.6 
 Air                     267849.0             0.0        267849.0 
 Water                  4998165.9             0.0       4998165.9 
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 Pure_Wash                25553.2             0.0         25553.2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        37.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L          1.179       1.179     995.244       1.134    
1002.802 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0082      0.0000      
8.3959 
Glucose               0.0000      0.0000      5.2400      0.0000      
1.1009 
L-glutamine           0.0000      0.0000      4.3800      0.0000      
0.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   5332.4000      0.0000   
5332.4000 
Nitrogen           1174.1242   1174.1242      0.0000   1179.0176      
0.0000 
Oxygen              356.4414    356.4414      0.0000    357.9269      
0.0000 
Proteins              0.0000      0.0000     40.2700      0.0000     
40.2700 







TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1530.5655   1530.5655   5382.3588   1536.9445   
5382.3588 








STREAM NAME            S-105       S-106       S-107       S-108       S-
110 
SOURCE                  P-15        P-15         P-2         P-2        P-
14 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.3         4.3         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.609    1006.139    1002.732    1002.732    
1002.732 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      8.3959      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Glucose               1.0805      0.0204      1.0304      0.0501      
0.0501 
Media              5233.5488     98.8512   4990.7157    242.8331    
242.8331 
Proteins             39.5235      0.7465     37.6896      1.8339      
1.8339 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   5274.3412    108.0176   5029.4673    244.8740    
244.8740 










STREAM NAME            S-109       S-128       S-113       S-111       S-
112 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-4         P-4        P-
10 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        23.8        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     995.181     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1          1560.3562      0.0000    260.0594   1300.2968    
260.0594 
Glucose               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0501      
0.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    242.8331      
0.0000 
Proteins              0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      1.8339      
0.0000 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     97.5223      0.0000     97.5223      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.1151      0.0417      
0.1151 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1560.3562   2600.5937    260.1745   4145.6493    
260.1745 










STREAM NAME            S-114       S-118       S-126       S-117       S-
116 
SOURCE                   P-5         P-5        P-13       INPUT         
P-6 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.442     994.442     994.443     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1           215.7693     44.2900     44.2900      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000   1796.2233    
359.2447 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    215.7761     44.3984     44.3984   1796.2233    
359.3429 








STREAM NAME            S-115       S-122       S-123       S-127       S-
124 
SOURCE                   P-6        P-11         P-3         P-3        P-
12 









ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.7        25.7        
25.7 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.696     994.704     994.464     994.464     
994.464 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            44.2900      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2          1436.9787    359.2447    273.1334     86.1113     
86.1113 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1481.2788    359.3429    273.1489     86.1940     
86.1940 







STREAM NAME            S-119       S-130       S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION              P-8         P-8      OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=================================================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     994.699 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     86.1113 
Elution 3          2586.4447      0.0000     43.1074   2543.3373 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     48.4958      0.0000     48.4958 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0827      0.0000 
Water                 0.0000   1244.7265      0.0000   1244.7265 
 
=================================================================== 
TOTAL  (kg/batch)   2586.4447   1293.2224     43.1902   3922.6710 









 OVERALL COMPONENT BALANCE (kg/Batch) 
==========================================================================
==== 
 COMPONENT               INITIAL          INPUT         OUTPUT          
FINAL       
==========================================================================
==== 
 Biomass                  0.0000         0.0082         8.3959         
0.0000 
 Elution 1                0.0000      1560.3562      1560.3562         
0.0000 
 Elution 2                0.0000      1796.2233      1796.2233         
0.0000 
 Elution 3                0.0000      2586.4447      2586.4447         
0.0000 
 Glucose                  0.0000         5.2400         1.1009         
0.0000 
 L-glutamine              0.0000         4.3800         0.0000         
0.0000 
 Media                    0.0000      5332.4000      5332.4000         
0.0000 
 Nitrogen                 7.1474      1174.1242      1179.0176         
2.2541 
 Oxygen                   2.1698       356.4414       357.9269         
0.6843 
 Proteins                 0.0000        40.2700        40.2700         
0.0000 
 Pure_Wash                0.0000       146.0181       146.0181         
0.0000 
 tPA                      0.0000         0.0606         0.1920         
0.0000 








E. coli Base Case 1: Stream Report 
 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7897.58 h 
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 Annual Throughput          =          5.41 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.03 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =        248.89 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         43.46 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        177 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 




 Raw Material              kg/Year        kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               112782.74          637.191        20840.228  
 Elution 1               102059.73          576.609        18858.809  
 Elution 2               117487.32          663.770        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       156990.848  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703        44667.259  
 Water               1783049545.73     10073726.247    329475588.976  
 Pure_Wash                 9550.75           53.959         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Section Total       1784482755.67     10081823.478    329740420.477  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               112782.74          637.191        20840.228  
 Elution 1               102059.73          576.609        18858.809  
 Elution 2               117487.32          663.770        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       156990.848  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703        44667.259  
 Water               1783049545.73     10073726.247    329475588.976  
 Pure_Wash                 9550.75           53.959         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              20840.228           0.000       20840.228 
 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                 156990.848           0.000      156990.848 
 Air                    44667.259           0.000       44667.259 
 Water              329475588.976           0.000   329475588.976 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                637.191           0.000         637.191 
 Elution 1                576.609           0.000         576.609 
 Elution 2                663.770           0.000         663.770 
 Media                   4800.000           0.000        4800.000 
 Air                     1365.703           0.000        1365.703 
 Water               10073726.247           0.000    10073726.247 
 Pure_Wash                 53.959           0.000          53.959 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 






 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               112782.7             0.0        112782.7 
 Elution 1               102059.7             0.0        102059.7 
 Elution 2               117487.3             0.0        117487.3 
 Media                   849600.0             0.0        849600.0 
 Air                     241729.4             0.0        241729.4 
 Water               1783049545.7             0.0    1783049545.7 
 Pure_Wash                 9550.7             0.0          9550.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0         4.1         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L          1.179       1.179     994.704       1.268    
1008.460 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    
640.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   4800.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 




Oxygen              318.0478    318.0478      0.0000    319.3733      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1365.7028   1365.7028   4800.0000   1371.3946   
4800.0000 








STREAM NAME            S-132       S-131       S-133       S-105       S-
106 
SOURCE                   P-7         P-7        P-16        P-15        P-
15 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.359    1009.165    1022.253    1002.928    
1140.077 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000    640.0000     46.4086     45.3693      
1.0393 
Cell Debris           0.0000      0.0000    385.7453      0.0000    
385.7453 
Inclusion Bodie       0.0000      0.0000    207.7570      0.0000    
207.7570 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0712      0.0696      
0.0016 







TOTAL  (kg/batch)    494.2306   4305.7694   4305.7516   3629.1132    
676.6384 








STREAM NAME            S-107       S-108       S-110       S-109       S-
128 
SOURCE                   P-2         P-2        P-14       INPUT       
INPUT 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.928    1002.928    1002.928     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass              43.2636      2.1057      2.1057      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 1             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    576.6087      
0.0000 
Pure_Wash             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     
36.0380 
tPA                   0.0117      0.0580      0.0580      0.0000      
0.0000 
UnRxMedia          3417.3476    166.3266    166.3266      0.0000      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   3460.6229    168.4903    168.4903    576.6087    
961.0144 










STREAM NAME            S-113       S-111       S-112       S-114       S-
118 
SOURCE                   P-4         P-4        P-10         P-5         
P-5 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        22.8        25.0        25.7        
25.7 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     995.573     994.704     994.442     
994.442 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      2.1057      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 1            96.1014    480.5072     96.1014     79.7347     
16.3668 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     36.0380      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0425      0.0154      0.0425      0.0025      
0.0400 
UnRxMedia             0.0000    166.3266      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     96.1440   1609.9694     96.1440     79.7372     
16.4068 












SOURCE                  P-13       INPUT         P-6         P-6        P-
11 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.0        25.0        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.443     994.704     994.704     994.696     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            16.3668      0.0000      0.0000     16.3668      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000    663.7702    132.7540    531.0162    
132.7540 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     16.4068    663.7702    132.7904    547.3867    
132.7904 








STREAM NAME            S-123       S-127       S-124       S-119       S-
130 
SOURCE                   P-3         P-3        P-12       INPUT       
INPUT 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 




TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.464     994.464     994.464     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2           100.9328     31.8213     31.8213      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 3             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    637.1906      
0.0000 
Pure_Wash             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     
17.9210 
tPA                   0.0057      0.0306      0.0306      0.0000      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    100.9385     31.8518     31.8518    637.1906    
477.8929 







STREAM NAME            S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                   P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION           OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=========================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.697 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000     31.8213 
Elution 3            71.3653    565.8252 
 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     17.9210 
tPA                   0.0306      0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     71.3959   1075.5395 









E. coli Basecase 2: Stream Report 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7901.46 h 
 Annual Throughput          =          1.18 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.01 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =        252.76 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         43.46 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        177 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 




 Raw Material              kg/Year        kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                24656.00          139.299        20840.228  
 Elution 1                22311.79          126.055        18858.809  
 Elution 2                25684.49          145.110        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       718115.535  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703       204319.251  
 Water                  2080674.37        11755.222      1758668.299  




 Section Total          3246743.99        18343.186      2744276.480  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                24656.00          139.299        20840.228  
 Elution 1                22311.79          126.055        18858.809  
 Elution 2                25684.49          145.110        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       718115.535  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703       204319.251  
 Water                  2080674.37        11755.222      1758668.299  
 Pure_Wash                 2087.94           11.796         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              20840.228           0.000       20840.228 
 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                 718115.535           0.000      718115.535 
 Air                   204319.251           0.000      204319.251 
 Water                1758668.299           0.000     1758668.299 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                139.299           0.000         139.299 
 Elution 1                126.055           0.000         126.055 
 Elution 2                145.110           0.000         145.110 
 Media                   4800.000           0.000        4800.000 
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 Air                     1365.703           0.000        1365.703 
 Water                  11755.222           0.000       11755.222 
 Pure_Wash                 11.796           0.000          11.796 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                24656.0             0.0         24656.0 
 Elution 1                22311.8             0.0         22311.8 
 Elution 2                25684.5             0.0         25684.5 
 Media                   849600.0             0.0        849600.0 
 Air                     241729.4             0.0        241729.4 
 Water                  2080674.4             0.0       2080674.4 
 Pure_Wash                 2087.9             0.0          2087.9 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0         4.1         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L          1.179       1.179     994.704       1.268    
1008.460 
 




Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    
640.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   4800.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Nitrogen           1047.6550   1047.6550      0.0000   1052.0213      
0.0000 
Oxygen              318.0478    318.0478      0.0000    319.3733      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1365.7028   1365.7028   4800.0000   1371.3946   
4800.0000 








STREAM NAME            S-131       S-132       S-133       S-105       S-
106 
SOURCE                  P-17        P-17        P-16        P-15        P-
15 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.359    1045.656    1138.382    1022.332    
1142.787 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000    640.0000     46.4086      9.9184     
36.4902 
Cell Debris           0.0000      0.0000    385.7453      0.0000    
385.7453 
Inclusion Bodie       0.0000      0.0000    207.7570      0.0000    
207.7570 









TOTAL  (kg/batch)   4098.7008    701.2992    701.2814     23.0344    
678.2469 








STREAM NAME            S-107       S-108       S-110       S-109       S-
128 
SOURCE                   P-2         P-2        P-14       INPUT       
INPUT 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1022.343    1022.104    1022.104     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               9.4632      0.4552      0.4552      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 1             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    126.0553      
0.0000 
Pure_Wash             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
7.8785 
tPA                   0.0026      0.0127      0.0127      0.0000      
0.0000 
UnRxMedia            12.4995      0.6013      0.6013      0.0000      
0.0000 







TOTAL  (kg/batch)     21.9653      1.0692      1.0692    126.0553    
210.0922 








STREAM NAME            S-113       S-111       S-112       S-114       S-
118 
SOURCE                   P-4         P-4        P-10         P-5         
P-5 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        24.9        25.0        25.7        
25.7 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.805     994.704     994.442     
994.442 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      0.4552      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 1            21.0092    105.0461     21.0092     17.4312      
3.5780 
Pure_Wash             0.0000      7.8785      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0093      0.0034      0.0093      0.0005      
0.0088 
UnRxMedia             0.0000      0.6013      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     21.0185    316.1982     21.0185     17.4317      
3.5868 










STREAM NAME            S-126       S-117       S-116       S-115       S-
122 
SOURCE                  P-13       INPUT         P-6         P-6        P-
11 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.0        25.0        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.443     994.704     994.704     994.696     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1             3.5780      0.0000      0.0000      3.5780      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000    145.1101     29.0220    116.0881     
29.0220 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)      3.5868    145.1101     29.0300    119.6670     
29.0300 








STREAM NAME            S-123       S-127       S-124       S-119       S-
130 
SOURCE                   P-3         P-3        P-12       INPUT       
INPUT 







STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.464     994.464     994.464     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2            22.0654      6.9566      6.9566      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 3             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    139.2994      
0.0000 
Pure_Wash             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
3.9178 
tPA                   0.0013      0.0067      0.0067      0.0000      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     22.0667      6.9633      6.9633    139.2994    
104.4746 







STREAM NAME            S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                   P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION           OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=========================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.697 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000      6.9566 




Pure_Wash             0.0000      3.9178 
tPA                   0.0067      0.0000 
Water                 0.0000    100.5568 
 
=========================================== 
TOTAL  (kg/batch)     15.6082    235.1291 






 OVERALL COMPONENT BALANCE (kg/Batch) 
==========================================================================
==== 
 COMPONENT               INITIAL          INPUT         OUTPUT          
FINAL       
==========================================================================
==== 
 Biomass                  0.0000         0.0000        46.4086         
0.0000 
 Cell Debris              0.0000         0.0000       385.7453         
0.0000 
 Elution 1                0.0000       126.0553       126.0553         
0.0000 
 Elution 2                0.0000       145.1101       145.1101         
0.0000 
 Elution 3                0.0000       139.2994       139.2994         
0.0000 
 Inclusion Bodie          0.0000         0.0000       207.7570         
0.0000 
 Media                    0.0000      4800.0000         0.0000         
0.0000 
 Nitrogen                 5.5202      1047.6550      1052.0213         
1.1539 
 Oxygen                   1.6758       318.0478       319.3733         
0.3503 
 Pure_Wash                0.0000        11.7963        11.7963         
0.0000 
 tPA                      0.0000         0.0000         0.0712         
0.0000 
 UnRxMedia                0.0000         0.0000      4160.0000         
0.0000 











E. coli Basecase 3: Stream Report 
 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7916.93 h 
 Annual Throughput          =          5.18 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.03 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =        258.55 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         43.51 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        177 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 




 Raw Material              kg/Year        kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               162052.33          915.550        31260.341  
 Elution 1                97763.30          552.335        18858.809  
 Elution 2               112541.43          635.827        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       163890.181  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703        46630.267  
 Water                  2888281.79        16317.976       557157.516  
 
 190
 Pure_Wash                 9148.69           51.687         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Section Total          4361116.92        24639.079       841271.472  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               162052.33          915.550        31260.341  
 Elution 1                97763.30          552.335        18858.809  
 Elution 2               112541.43          635.827        21709.551  
 Media                   849600.00         4800.000       163890.181  
 Air                     241729.40         1365.703        46630.267  
 Water                  2888281.79        16317.976       557157.516  
 Pure_Wash                 9148.69           51.687         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              31260.341           0.000       31260.341 
 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                 163890.181           0.000      163890.181 
 Air                    46630.267           0.000       46630.267 
 Water                 557157.516           0.000      557157.516 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                915.550           0.000         915.550 
 Elution 1                552.335           0.000         552.335 
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 Elution 2                635.827           0.000         635.827 
 Media                   4800.000           0.000        4800.000 
 Air                     1365.703           0.000        1365.703 
 Water                  16317.976           0.000       16317.976 
 Pure_Wash                 51.687           0.000          51.687 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               162052.3             0.0        162052.3 
 Elution 1                97763.3             0.0         97763.3 
 Elution 2               112541.4             0.0        112541.4 
 Media                   849600.0             0.0        849600.0 
 Air                     241729.4             0.0        241729.4 
 Water                  2888281.8             0.0       2888281.8 
 Pure_Wash                 9148.7             0.0          9148.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        37.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 





COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    
640.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   4800.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Nitrogen           1047.6550   1047.6550      0.0000   1052.0213      
0.0000 
Oxygen              318.0478    318.0478      0.0000    319.3733      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1365.7028   1365.7028   4800.0000   1371.3946   
4800.0000 








STREAM NAME            S-131       S-132       S-133       S-105       S-
106 
SOURCE                  P-17        P-17        P-16        P-15        P-
15 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.359    1014.561    1038.396    1003.519    
1140.160 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000    640.0000     46.4086     44.2886      
2.1200 
Cell Debris           0.0000      0.0000    385.7453      0.0000    
385.7453 




tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0712      0.0680      
0.0033 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   2385.4808   2414.5192   2414.5014   1737.8139    
676.6875 








STREAM NAME            S-134       S-135       S-107       S-108       S-
110 
SOURCE                   P-7         P-7         P-2         P-2        P-
14 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.357    1029.582    1002.359    1002.359    
1002.359 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000     44.2886      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0667      0.0013      0.0112      0.0555      
0.0555 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1661.8159     75.9980   1584.6621     77.1538     
77.1538 










STREAM NAME            S-109       S-128       S-113       S-111       S-
112 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-4         P-4        P-
10 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        23.9        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     995.109     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1           552.3350      0.0000     92.0558    460.2792     
92.0558 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     34.5209      0.0000     34.5209      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0408      0.0148      
0.0408 
UnRxMedia             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     77.0983      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    552.3350    920.5583     92.0966   1457.9506     
92.0966 












SOURCE                   P-5         P-5        P-13       INPUT         
P-6 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.442     994.442     994.443     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            76.3780     15.6778     15.6778      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    635.8273    
127.1655 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     76.3804     15.7161     15.7161    635.8273    
127.2002 








STREAM NAME            S-115       S-122       S-123       S-127       S-
124 
SOURCE                   P-6        P-11         P-3         P-3        P-
12 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 




TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.7        25.7        
25.7 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.696     994.704     994.464     994.464     
994.464 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            15.6778      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2           508.6618    127.1655     96.6838     30.4817     
30.4817 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    524.3432    127.2002     96.6893     30.5110     
30.5110 







STREAM NAME            S-119       S-130       S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION              P-8         P-8      OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=================================================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     994.699 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     30.4817 
Elution 3           915.5499      0.0000     68.3611    847.1888 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     17.1666      0.0000     17.1666 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0293      0.0000 
Water                 0.0000    440.6084      0.0000    440.6084 
 
=================================================================== 
TOTAL  (kg/batch)    915.5499    457.7749     68.3903   1335.4455 









 OVERALL COMPONENT BALANCE (kg/Batch) 
==========================================================================
==== 
 COMPONENT               INITIAL          INPUT         OUTPUT          
FINAL       
==========================================================================
==== 
 Biomass                  0.0000         0.0000        46.4086         
0.0000 
 Cell Debris              0.0000         0.0000       385.7453         
0.0000 
 Elution 1                0.0000       552.3350       552.3350         
0.0000 
 Elution 2                0.0000       635.8273       635.8273         
0.0000 
 Elution 3                0.0000       915.5499       915.5499         
0.0000 
 Inclusion Bodie          0.0000         0.0000       207.7570         
0.0000 
 Media                    0.0000      4800.0000         0.0000         
0.0000 
 Nitrogen                 5.8037      1047.6550      1052.0213         
1.4373 
 Oxygen                   1.7619       318.0478       319.3733         
0.4363 
 Pure_Wash                0.0000        51.6875        51.6875         
0.0000 
 tPA                      0.0000         0.0000         0.0712         
0.0000 
 UnRxMedia                0.0000         0.0000      4160.0000         
0.0000 












E. coli Basecase 4: Stream Report 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7910.20 h 
 Annual Throughput          =         16.55 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.03 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =         94.55 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         13.86 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        565 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 




 Raw Material              kg/Year        kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               517285.69          915.550        31260.341  
 Elution 1               312069.28          552.335        18858.809  
 Elution 2               359242.40          635.827        21709.551  
 Media                  2712000.00         4800.000       163890.181  
 Air                     138891.98          245.827         8393.448  
 Water                  9219656.55        16317.976       557157.516  




 Section Total         13288349.33        23519.202       803034.654  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               517285.69          915.550        31260.341  
 Elution 1               312069.28          552.335        18858.809  
 Elution 2               359242.40          635.827        21709.551  
 Media                  2712000.00         4800.000       163890.181  
 Air                     138891.98          245.827         8393.448  
 Water                  9219656.55        16317.976       557157.516  
 Pure_Wash                29203.44           51.687         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              31260.341           0.000       31260.341 
 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                 163890.181           0.000      163890.181 
 Air                     8393.448           0.000        8393.448 
 Water                 557157.516           0.000      557157.516 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                915.550           0.000         915.550 
 Elution 1                552.335           0.000         552.335 
 Elution 2                635.827           0.000         635.827 
 Media                   4800.000           0.000        4800.000 
 
 200
 Air                      245.827           0.000         245.827 
 Water                  16317.976           0.000       16317.976 
 Pure_Wash                 51.687           0.000          51.687 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               517285.7             0.0        517285.7 
 Elution 1               312069.3             0.0        312069.3 
 Elution 2               359242.4             0.0        359242.4 
 Media                  2712000.0             0.0       2712000.0 
 Air                     138892.0             0.0        138892.0 
 Water                  9219656.5             0.0       9219656.5 
 Pure_Wash                29203.4             0.0         29203.4 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        36.7         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L          1.179       1.179     994.704       1.135    
1008.460 
 




Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    
640.0000 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   4800.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Nitrogen            188.5779    188.5779      0.0000    192.9442      
0.0000 
Oxygen               57.2486     57.2486      0.0000     58.5741      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    245.8265    245.8265   4800.0000    251.5183   
4800.0000 








STREAM NAME            S-131       S-132       S-133       S-105       S-
106 
SOURCE                  P-17        P-17        P-16        P-15        P-
15 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.359    1014.561    1038.396    1003.519    
1140.160 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000    640.0000     46.4086     44.2886      
2.1200 
Cell Debris           0.0000      0.0000    385.7453      0.0000    
385.7453 
Inclusion Bodie       0.0000      0.0000    207.7570      0.0000    
207.7570 









TOTAL  (kg/batch)   2385.4808   2414.5192   2414.5014   1737.8139    
676.6875 








STREAM NAME            S-134       S-135       S-107       S-108       S-
110 
SOURCE                   P-7         P-7         P-2         P-2        P-
14 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.357    1029.582    1002.359    1002.359    
1002.359 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000     44.2886      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0667      0.0013      0.0112      0.0555      
0.0555 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1661.8159     75.9980   1584.6621     77.1538     
77.1538 










STREAM NAME            S-109       S-128       S-113       S-111       S-
112 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-4         P-4        P-
10 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        23.9        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     995.109     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1           552.3350      0.0000     92.0558    460.2792     
92.0558 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     34.5209      0.0000     34.5209      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0408      0.0148      
0.0408 
UnRxMedia             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     77.0983      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    552.3350    920.5583     92.0966   1457.9506     
92.0966 








STREAM NAME            S-114       S-118       S-126       S-117       S-
116 









STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.442     994.442     994.443     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            76.3780     15.6778     15.6778      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    635.8273    
127.1655 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     76.3804     15.7161     15.7161    635.8273    
127.2002 








STREAM NAME            S-115       S-122       S-123       S-127       S-
124 
SOURCE                   P-6        P-11         P-3         P-3        P-
12 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 




PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.696     994.704     994.464     994.464     
994.464 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            15.6778      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2           508.6618    127.1655     96.6838     30.4817     
30.4817 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    524.3432    127.2002     96.6893     30.5110     
30.5110 







STREAM NAME            S-119       S-130       S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION              P-8         P-8      OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=================================================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     994.699 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     30.4817 
Elution 3           915.5499      0.0000     68.3611    847.1888 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     17.1666      0.0000     17.1666 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0293      0.0000 
Water                 0.0000    440.6084      0.0000    440.6084 
 
=================================================================== 
TOTAL  (kg/batch)    915.5499    457.7749     68.3903   1335.4455 









 OVERALL COMPONENT BALANCE (kg/Batch) 
==========================================================================
==== 
 COMPONENT               INITIAL          INPUT         OUTPUT          
FINAL       
==========================================================================
==== 
 Biomass                  0.0000         0.0000        46.4086         
0.0000 
 Cell Debris              0.0000         0.0000       385.7453         
0.0000 
 Elution 1                0.0000       552.3350       552.3350         
0.0000 
 Elution 2                0.0000       635.8273       635.8273         
0.0000 
 Elution 3                0.0000       915.5499       915.5499         
0.0000 
 Inclusion Bodie          0.0000         0.0000       207.7570         
0.0000 
 Media                    0.0000      4800.0000         0.0000         
0.0000 
 Nitrogen                 5.8037       188.5779       192.9442         
1.4373 
 Oxygen                   1.7619        57.2486        58.5741         
0.4363 
 Pure_Wash                0.0000        51.6875        51.6875         
0.0000 
 tPA                      0.0000         0.0000         0.0712         
0.0000 
 UnRxMedia                0.0000         0.0000      4160.0000         
0.0000 
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E. coli Basecase 5: Stream Report 
 
 OVERALL PROCESS DATA 
======================================================= 
 Annual Operating Time      =       7918.08 h 
 Annual Throughput          =         14.48 kg MP 
 Batch Throughput           =          0.02 kg MP 
 Recipe Batch Time          =         91.07 h 
 Recipe Cycle Time          =         13.18 h 
 Number of Batches Per Year =        595 
======================================================= 









 Section          Starting        Active          Gross        Amt Needed        
  Name            Material        Product        Yield (%)    kg Sin/kg MP      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
 Fermentation     (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
 Purification Tra (none)          (none)         Unknown          0.0000 
==========================================================================
====== 
 Sin  = Section Starting Material  






 BULK RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 
========================================================================== 
 




 Raw Material              kg/Year        kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               452598.28          760.669        31260.341  
 Elution 1               273044.51          458.898        18858.809  
 Elution 2               314318.56          528.266        21709.551  
 Media                  2372860.00         3988.000       163890.181  
 Air                     121523.31          204.241         8393.448  
 Water                  8292622.93        13937.181       572760.076  




 Section Total         11852519.07        19920.200       818637.214  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Purification Train 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





 SUMMARY (Entire Process) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Raw Material              kg/Year         kg/Batch          kg/kg MP      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               452598.28          760.669        31260.341  
 Elution 1               273044.51          458.898        18858.809  
 Elution 2               314318.56          528.266        21709.551  
 Media                  2372860.00         3988.000       163890.181  
 Air                     121523.31          204.241         8393.448  
 Water                  8292622.93        13937.181       572760.076  
 Pure_Wash                25551.50           42.944         1764.807  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 







 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/kg MP)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3              31260.341           0.000       31260.341 
 Elution 1              18858.809           0.000       18858.809 
 Elution 2              21709.551           0.000       21709.551 
 Media                 163890.181           0.000      163890.181 
 Air                     8393.448           0.000        8393.448 
 Water                 572760.076           0.000      572760.076 
 Pure_Wash               1764.807           0.000        1764.807 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/batch)                     
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3                760.669           0.000         760.669 
 Elution 1                458.898           0.000         458.898 
 Elution 2                528.266           0.000         528.266 
 Media                   3988.000           0.000        3988.000 
 
 209
 Air                      204.241           0.000         204.241 
 Water                  13937.181           0.000       13937.181 
 Pure_Wash                 42.944           0.000          42.944 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




 BREAKDOWN PER RAW MATERIAL AND SECTION (kg/year)                      
====================================================================== 
 Raw Material        Fermentation Purification Tr        Subtotal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Elution 3               452598.3             0.0        452598.3 
 Elution 1               273044.5             0.0        273044.5 
 Elution 2               314318.6             0.0        314318.6 
 Media                  2372860.0             0.0       2372860.0 
 Air                     121523.3             0.0        121523.3 
 Water                  8292622.9             0.0       8292622.9 
 Pure_Wash                25551.5             0.0         25551.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 








COMPONENT BALANCE AND STREAM REPORT  
==========================================================================
===== 
STREAM NAME            S-125       S-101       S-102       S-103       S-
104 
SOURCE                 INPUT         P-9       INPUT         P-1         
P-1 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        36.7         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L          1.179       1.179     994.704       1.135    
1008.460 
 




Biomass               0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    
531.7333 
Media                 0.0000      0.0000   3988.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Nitrogen            156.6768    156.6768      0.0000    160.3045      
0.0000 
Oxygen               47.5640     47.5640      0.0000     48.6653      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    204.2409    204.2409   3988.0000    208.9698   
3988.0000 








STREAM NAME            S-131       S-132       S-133       S-105       S-
106 
SOURCE                  P-17        P-17        P-16        P-15        P-
15 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.359    1014.561    1038.396    1003.519    
1140.160 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000    531.7333     38.5578     36.7965      
1.7614 
Cell Debris           0.0000      0.0000    320.4901      0.0000    
320.4901 
Inclusion Bodie       0.0000      0.0000    172.6114      0.0000    
172.6114 









TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1981.9370   2006.0630   2006.0483   1443.8337    
562.2145 








STREAM NAME            S-134       S-135       S-107       S-108       S-
110 
SOURCE                   P-7         P-7         P-2         P-2        P-
14 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C             4.0         4.0         4.0         4.0         
4.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L       1002.357    1029.581    1002.359    1002.359    
1002.359 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Biomass               0.0000     36.7965      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0554      0.0011      0.0093      0.0461      
0.0461 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)   1380.6921     63.1417   1316.5901     64.1020     
64.1020 










STREAM NAME            S-109       S-128       S-113       S-111       S-
112 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-4         P-4        P-
10 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        23.9        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     995.109     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1           458.8983      0.0000     76.4831    382.4153     
76.4831 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     28.6811      0.0000     28.6811      
0.0000 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0339      0.0123      
0.0339 
UnRxMedia             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     64.0558      
0.0000 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    458.8983    764.8306     76.5169   1211.3139     
76.5169 








STREAM NAME            S-114       S-118       S-126       S-117       S-
116 









STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.7        25.7        25.7        25.0        
25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.442     994.442     994.443     994.704     
994.704 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            63.4574     13.0256     13.0256      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000    528.2665    
105.6533 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)     63.4594     13.0575     13.0575    528.2665    
105.6822 








STREAM NAME            S-115       S-122       S-123       S-127       S-
124 
SOURCE                   P-6        P-11         P-3         P-3        P-
12 





STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         
0.0 




PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0         
1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.696     994.704     994.464     994.464     
994.464 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 1            13.0256      0.0000      0.0000      0.0000      
0.0000 
Elution 2           422.6132    105.6533     80.3281     25.3252     
25.3252 





TOTAL  (kg/batch)    435.6418    105.6822     80.3327     25.3495     
25.3495 







STREAM NAME            S-119       S-130       S-120       S-121 
SOURCE                 INPUT       INPUT         P-8         P-8 
DESTINATION              P-8         P-8      OUTPUT      OUTPUT 
=================================================================== 
 
STREAM PROPERTIES  
 
ACTIVITY  U/ml           0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0 
TEMP      °C            25.0        25.0        25.0        25.0 
PRES      bar            1.0         1.0         1.0         1.0 
DENSITY   g/L        994.704     994.704     994.704     994.699 
 
COMPONENT FLOWRATES (kg/Batch)  
 
Elution 2             0.0000      0.0000      0.0000     25.3252 
Elution 3           760.6694      0.0000     56.7966    703.8727 
Pure_Wash             0.0000     14.2626      0.0000     14.2626 
tPA                   0.0000      0.0000      0.0243      0.0000 
Water                 0.0000    366.0721      0.0000    366.0721 
 
=================================================================== 
TOTAL  (kg/batch)    760.6694    380.3347     56.8210   1109.5326 









 OVERALL COMPONENT BALANCE (kg/Batch) 
==========================================================================
==== 
 COMPONENT               INITIAL          INPUT         OUTPUT          
FINAL       
==========================================================================
==== 
 Biomass                  0.0000         0.0000        38.5578         
0.0000 
 Cell Debris              0.0000         0.0000       320.4901         
0.0000 
 Elution 1                0.0000       458.8983       458.8983         
0.0000 
 Elution 2                0.0000       528.2665       528.2665         
0.0000 
 Elution 3                0.0000       760.6694       760.6694         
0.0000 
 Inclusion Bodies         0.0000         0.0000       172.6114         
0.0000 
 Media                    0.0000      3988.0000         0.0000         
0.0000 
 Nitrogen                 4.8219       156.6768       160.3045         
1.1942 
 Oxygen                   1.4638        47.5640        48.6653         
0.3625 
 Pure_Wash                0.0000        42.9437        42.9437         
0.0000 
 tPA                      0.0000         0.0000         0.0592         
0.0000 
 UnRxMedia                0.0000         0.0000      3456.2667         
0.0000 
















Fermentator Supplementary Material 
Table B.1: Final Weights for Shake Flask Run.  
Flask Tare Weight (g) Weight (g) Final Weight (g) 
1 7.59 7.66 0.07 
2 7.6 7.69 0.09 
3 7.57 7.66 0.09 
4 7.59 7.71 0.12 
5 7.61 7.68 0.07 
6 7.59 7.71 0.12 
7A 7.56 7.65 0.09 
7B 7.58 7.71 0.13 
8A 7.6 7.67 0.07 
8B 7.58 7.64 0.06 
9A 7.58 7.67 0.09 
9B 7.6 7.68 0.08 
22A 7.59 7.67 0.08 
22B 7.59 7.65 0.06 
22C 7.59 7.66 0.07 
22D 7.61 7.71 0.1 
37A 7.56 7.64 0.08 
37B 7.58 7.7 0.12 
37C 7.59 7.64 0.05 
37D 7.55 7.64 0.09 
    
22 Controls 37 Controls 
Average  0.0775 Average 0.085 
Variance 0.000292 Variance 0.000833 
Std. 
Dev. 0.017078 Std. Dev. 0.028868 
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